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TEA T11ER FORECAST

THE DAILY MAXIM

Fair Tonight and Tuesday; Stationary

The Bull Dog caa Hang
on but the Hound
Gets There

Temperature

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRE88
VOL. XXXII.

BAD

FOR

NO. 295.

OUTLOOK

WORLD'S

SERIES
FOURTH GAME .18 AGtlN POST
PONED WHILE FANS AND
PLAYERS LAMENT.
MORE

RAIN

IS

PREDICTED

OOWNPOURS WITH COLDER TEM
PERATURES PROMISED BY
WEATHER BUREAU.

I

EASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW" MEXICO, MONDAY, OCTOBER

1 911.

23,

I

CITY EDITION

FIGHTINQ IN TRIPOLI.
Tripoli, Oct.
fighting at
Benghazi between the Italians anl
Turks has been of the fiercest character After an engagement which
TO
TO
lasted all day October 19, the Turks
returned to the charge during the
night. They made savage onslaught
upon the Italian camp, but were re
pulsed. In the morning the Italian
forces loccupied the city.
The Turkish losses were heavy an l RACE WAR BETWEEN NEGROES CHINESE GOVERNMENT FEARS A BEGINNING OF THIRD;. WEEK OF
the Italian dead numbered not less
M'NliMARA TRIAL SHOWS
AND WHITES NEAR MUSKOREVOLT ON THE PART OF
than 100..
LITTLE PROGRESS.
ITS SOLDIERS.
GEE, OKLA, SERIOUS.
There are grounds for believing
that Italian forces at Benghazi have
been very severely handled b the THE
MILITIA IS CALLED OUT THIRTEEN CASES DYNAMITE JUDGE'S IMPORTANT RULING
Turks and their Arab auxiliaries.

TWO KILLED; FOUR

23a-The

WOUNDED

FIGHT

MARTIAL
MARRIAGE

LICENSES

ISSUED.

LAW IS

J

BEING

MAIN-

TAINED AND THE BLACKS
ARE BEING DISARMED.
.

IMPERIAL ARMY
BE

IS SOON

JURORS HAVE

QUALIFIED

SERVE

DISARMED

:N
YESTERDAY
FOUND
NANKING AND VICEROY IS
BADLY FRIGHTENED.

WERE

DECIDES

JUROR NOT DISQUALI
FIED IF HE BELIEVES TIMES
WAS DYNAMITED..

Three marriage licenses were issued Saturday afternoon at the court
house. The couples . made happy
THIS SERIES RECCaEZSEAKER were; Franclsca Ortiz, 23, Rowe, and MORE TROUBLE
IS EXPECTED THE UNITED STATES WILL AID DEFENSE TAKES EXCEPTION
Meliton Gonzales, 26, Rowe; Tran- San Geronimo, and
IN MANY RESPECT,S
M08T RE qulllna Rolbal, 21,
GOVERNMENT ' HAS ' BEEN IT H0PE8 TO BE ABLE TO PROVS
Juan Gonzales, ' 23, San Geronimo; AN ARMED MOB OF BLACKS IS THIS
MARKABLE BASEBALL TOURTHE BUILDING WAS BLOWN
PREPARING TO MARCH UPON
requested to preserve
Ignacla Maldonado, 17, La Tablazon,
NAMENT IN HISTORY.
UP BY GAS EXPLOSION.
and Conrado Lucero, 19, La Tabla
"THE SOLDIERS TONIGHT.
-
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DEATH COMES

NN E

TO

COAL

MINERS
O'GARA

FOWLER HAS BAD LUCK.
Banning,' Cal.,' Oct. 23. Aviator
Robert O. Fowler today tried to start,'

NEAR
MINE,
HARRIS- BURG, ILL., IS SCENE OF HOR-- "
RIBLE CATASTROPHE.

eastward jBromJ Stewart's ranch'
where he alighted yesterday.
The BLACK
DAMP
IS IGNITED
motor broke down when Fowler was
40 feet up, but the aviator managed
to land safely. It will be two days RESCUING PARTY HURRIES INTO
before he can start again.
MINE AND IS BUSY RESCUING
ff
IMPRISONED

MEN.

Rodger Making Repair. - '
San Antonio, Oct 23. Cat P. Rod-gerthe aviator, is spending the day FIFTEEN W0M1EN
ENTOEB
here making repairs to his biplane.
He will resume his
IT IS HOPED THEY WILL BP DP.
tomorrow.'
MOVED BEFORE THEY AiiE
flight-westwar-

,

Philadelphia, Oct. 23. The fourth
Wu Hu,. Province of Ngan Hwei,
Muskogee, Okla., Oct 23. With two
baseball game between Philadelphia
dead and four desperately wounded China, Oct. 23. A Japanese firm at
MOROCCAN NEGOTIATIONS
and New York in the series for ihe
the
Berlin, Oct. 23. The German for in last night's race riots at Coweta, Nanking telegraphs today, that
world's championship was postponed
closed
have
of
been
20
that
miles
north
gates
of
tho
state
city
Muskogee,
office substantiates the French
today for the fifth tlma The weather eign
militia
is maintaining martial and no one is allowed to enter except
was fair but the grounds were too report that the Moroccan negotiations law in today
town and search- alter a close examination. The pub
disturbed
the
probably will terminate this week.
wet to play on.
ing the homes of negroes for arms. lie is panic stricken and an exodus Is
Under Instructions of the national
The soldiers have arrested numerous under way. Already ten per cent of
commission an learly declsjion was
blacks and many others are under the population in Nanking has lo't.
made by the umpires. Only two of
surveillance.
Foreign war vessels are passing here
them, Idem and Brennan, went to REPUBLICANS ARE TO
The dead:
daily, proceeding up the river.
Shlbe park and It did not take them
J. D. BEAVERS, city attorney, shot
many minutes to decide to call the
HOLD PRIMARIES to death by Ed Suddeth, a negro.
Condition Serious.
game oft until tomorrow. They
ED SUDDETH, negro, riddled with
Chin Kiang, Province of Kiang Su,
found many puddles In the outfield,
bullets as the authorities attempted
China, Oct. 23. Conditions here are
and the Infield, especially along the MEETINGS
WILL SELECT DELE to take him from Coweta.
serious. The well totdo fear looting
base paths, was quite soft.
GATES TO ATTEND REPUBLISeriously hurt:
on the part of the famine, stricken
The grounds looked so bad to Um
Karmen Oliver, white, womidfd
CAN COUNTY CONVENTION
population. The large Manchu setpire Brennan that he expressed the
during
general firing..
is in a panic
tlement
sun
to
would
have
the
opinion that
Stellar Thompson, white.
Tomorrow evening the republicans
come out strong to dry the grounds
Ed Ruse, a negro, who reslstd arof the precincts making up the town
sufficiently to permit a game tomor
rest and with other negroes, defied
Cutting Off Queue.
Las
will
hold
of
for
Vegas
primaries
row. He felt sure a game would be
Oct. 23. News was
San
Francisco,
the
marshal,
fatally
city
probably
the purpose of selecting delegates to
here today by the Chung
received
played Wednesday. The weather fore attend the
wounded.
county convention, which
cast for the week '.alls for more isin,
John R. Thomas, a section foreman, Sal Yat Po that General Chang Pioa
will be held Friday in the county
cold
and
Thursday,
beginning
attacked
early today by a mob f of the Imperial troops, who was sen
court housed Precinct No. S will hold
weather.
tenced to death, or cowardice, had
negroes,
probably fatally hurt. ;
In the court house.
The members of the Philadelphia hold its minting
committed suicida Viceroy Jul Cheng
news
When
the
that
the
troops
Nok
3 will meet in the hall
team reported at the grounds as Precinct
of Hupeh and Hunan provinces es
BenignoVl-artlnez'while precinct were coming Bpread early today
usual today and put on their uniforms of
in
and
Coweta
caped before he could be punished
the
negroes
among
No. 6 will gather in Fulgenzi's hall.
a similar offense.
refor
for practice along the side lines.
.was
surrounding villages, quiet
The New York players expect to The West side republicans are alive stored. However, the local authoriIn Nanking, the viceroy Is disarmNa- and active and their primaries are ex- Indulge in a little work on me
soldiers, hey n ing the new army in fear of treachby
ties, assisted
tional League grounds. Overhead, the lected to be largely attended and en-- ( searching;
the homes of the negro ery, retaining their arms and military
Is tnusiasuc.
supplies while sending them to staday is fine for baseball. The sun
suspects.
Is
breeze
a
and
good
Unconfirmed reports stated that tions in the loyal provinces. The findshining brightly
two white farmers had been set upon ing of 13 cases of dynamite there yesblowing.
The present world's series Is a rec-ol- d GENERAL REYES SAYS
and shot to death by negroes near terday gave the government great
breaker for breaking records.
Coweta. It Is rumored that an armod alarm.
Chinese barbers here have beeii
Is preparing to march
Not only has the series exceeded the
HE WON'T GO AWAY mob ofRedblacks
at
and
receipts
attendance
for
overtime cutting Queues. The
to
Coweta
Bird
from
working
tonlg'u.
figures
one game but the record for the numqueue cutting proclamation of the
revolutionists has been posted boldly
Race Trouble in South.
ber of postponements of one game MAN ACCUSED OF CONSPIRACY
23.
at the entrance to the imperial conOct
Ala.,
has also gone by the board. FurtherBirmingham,
AGAINST MEXICAN GOVERNwho yesterdav sulate here. To part with their ana
more, the present series will come to
negro
Harrison,
MENT WILL NOT FLEE.
dose at a later date than any
killed former Deputy Sheriff Thomas cient badge of distinction evidently
the
Since
older
series heretofore played
Cooper at Northport, Ala,, today went hard with some, of ..the
' San Antonio,
1
23.
Gouon
Oct.
'
Brown Horton, coolies.
world championship games have been
Sheriff
'
killed
Deputy
of Mexico, who has been ac
under the rulas of the uutloiidl Reyes
and wounded Deputy . Secretary Tong Kings Hong of the
a
cused of conspiring in the goveiu and' negro,
on
the
ended
have
and another negro Chinese Tractlonal association recommission they
Sheriff
Hormby
ment today denied that he will
.
dates:
Sanders
near
following
Ferry, Ala. A posso is ceived a letter, today from Charles
14; to New York. He said he has Unaid on his trail.
Hilles,- secretary to President Taft,
1905, October 14; 1906, October
14; that Madero is coming to San Antonio
the receipt of the tele1907, October 12; 1908, October
acknowledging
heard
confer
with
but
to
has
him,
T1969, October.16; 1910, October 23.
for
the good offices of
gram
asking
nothing from Madero himself.
the United States in preserving the
BANKER WALSH DIED
A statement was made hero today
neutrality of other nations during the
by a friend of Francisco Madero, that
IIEX1G0 CONVICT
war. Secretary Hilles said he would
Mexico
elect
of
has
the president
OF HEART FAILURE place the
matter before the president.
abandoned his trip to Piedras .Vesiras,
PRISON because of reports,
that reached hln
No Money for Warfare.
from San Antonio that his
MAN RECENTLY RELEASED FROM
'
was
lon
Oct 23. The negotiations
London,
PENITENTIARY
planned.
FEDERAL
COMMUTES
,
TAFT
DRFSIDENT
and the four groups
China
between
SUCCUMBS
SUDDENLY
SENTENCE OF GEO. COOK,
'
of bankers
who arranged the curROBBER
To'
DAIRY
TEST
COWS.
POSTOFFICE
have
Chicago, Oct. 23. John R.1 Walsh, rency reform loan of $50,000,000
Orders have been issued b;- - the
The international
been',
suspended.
Foland
23
rail
former
bureau
animal
indus
of
banker;
publisher
government
Tjeavenwortb, Kan., Oct.
bankers eoncerned recently' refused
lowing commutation, by President - try requiring the testing of all ' ilairy road owner, released a week ago China's request for a temporary loan
from
federal
same
tuberculosis.
Leavenworth
penicows
Th!
the
for
Taft of their,, life sentences for poetof $3,000,000 for its war fund.
office robbery in New Mexico. George steps were taken two years u'ii by tentiary, died today of heart disease.
most
deemed
of
Mr.
has
It
in
bed
Walsh had been
again been
ryvlv of Tucumcarl, N. M, and Witt the bureau.to
repeat the exam'.nj.tlun (the time since his arrival here Octo
Nell of Wetumka. Okla., were re advisable
Revolutionists Take Two Cities. ,
Insures the purity of mflk pud ber 15. He had been attended con
leased from the federal prison Here This
China, Oct 23. The ocShanghai,
is a precaution for the protection of stantly Wy physicians. Intermittent
,.... .'
tnAsLT.
two more Important
of
theeorisumer. Similar measure arj reports of Mr. Walsh's falling health cupation
, In going over the records of Cook
southern
cities,
Chang Sha and Nan
t In use in practically all parts of the daring his incarceration had been dewas announced in dispatches
and Neil, the pardon attorney
Chang,
to
is
much
and
it doing
stop nied at the penitentiary. On his re
country
which reached here early today.
Washington discovered that the Judge the
spreading of the deadly disease lease, it was plain that he had aged two
the
sentence
upon
Chang Sha is the capital of Hunan
in passing
It
to
will
ascertain
made
be
and he gave up plans for" a resump- and Nan
tnem tne pen The test
erred,
giving
had
Chang is the capital of
cien,
the cattle, are suffering :from tuber- tion as a field leader, and took to his
tram.
a.
Their capture, therefora,
Kiangsl.
alty for robbery of mall
.
culosis.
V
bed,
delivers Into revolutionary hands the
Mr. Walsh was 74 years old. Death local
AN OLD TIMER DEAD.
'governments of two Important
came just, nine days after his re- provinces, thereby more than doubCOURT HA8 NO JURISDICTION."
Thomas Harrison, n old timer In
Washington, Oct. 23. The supreme lease on parole from the federal peni- ling the territory in which the rebels
New Mexico, died yesterday morning.
of
thit
city
court
resident
ha4 dismissed for. want of jur- tentiary, where. he had served, one are masters;
been
Jiad
He
well
was
and
30
isdiction the appeal from the judg- year,' eight months and 26 days, of a . Four of China's 18 provinces
years
for the past
ment of the supreme court of Colora- five years sentence, on a charge of are now regarded as under revolution-- .
vwnrn to many people, tia ?
the
In
butcher
as
do, which directed the ousting, from misappropriation of the funds of the ary influences Sze Chuen, where 1 he
merly employed
f market Dur-- office of Elizabeth Cassldyaud the bank to the use of other enterprises, movement started; Hu Peh, of whoh
Graar
-nflst 18 months Mr. Harrlsoi four other commissioners in tho city
Wu Chang is the capital; Hunan and
at
ColoColo.
attendant
an
The
of
as
and
Denver,
county
employed
Klangsi. The fall of Nanking, where
had been
NOTED CATHOLIC DEAD.
the garrison is regarded as siding
ktmt Mexico Hospital tor me in rado court held that the office of
Sacramento, Oct 23. Monsignor T. with the revolutionaries, will be deThe funeral will take place county commissioner did not exist in
'
es the consolidated city and county of J. Capel, world famous Catholic, once livered to the vice royal government
Wednesday afternoon from the
un Denver as provided for by amend private chamberlain to the pope, is of two more provinces, Kiang Su and
tne
C.
W.
Dennis,
of
tablishment
'
dead here.
ment to the state constitution.
;
Nang HweL
dertaker.
,

am examining ibis
phatically,
man."
"I think the question is a Draper
one and the objection is overruled,"
replied Judge Bordwell.
"Well, 1 think the .question conflicts with my line of examination.,
"Oh, on that ground I'll not ask ll,
said the court. "I was simply getting
at his state of mind."

OVERCOME

HIS" SWEETHEART
Pierce Clty. 'Mo.; Oct 23. Follow
8HOOTS

BY GA8.

Los Angeles, Oct. 23. Judge Bord- - ing the refusal of Minnie Haynes, of
Harrisburg, 111., Oct 23. Nine men
t
well announced today that the
Joplin, Mo.t id marry, him, Lee Guth were killedc ten others graveljj
no option but to refuse a chal- rie, aged 28, of this city, shot and wounded, were carried
up by; rescue
lenge directed by the defense in the seriously ' wounded her In a" hotel ers, and 15 more were imprisoned by,
law-lef-

McNamara murder trial
against
Talesman George W. MeKee,' who
said he believed jthe Los Angeles
Times explosion was caused by

The ruling is considered by oppos
ing counsel aB of great importance.
The defense contended, among oth
er things, that the Times explosion
was caused by gas, and that anyone
believing in the dynamite theory
could not be considered qualified to
try James B. McNamara for the
death of Charles J. Haggerty, a
killed in that disaster.
The defense argued against the rul
ing, eliciting from Judge Boi;dwell hu
inquiry as to whether Attorney Jote
seph Scott believed he would
biased in his rulings.
Attorney Darrow read from the
record of the talesman's testimony
until the coilrt took occasion to say
that he had read all that was read
and all the rest.
All we can do is to make our ex
ceptions," said Darrow. This is the
first ruling of the trial which the de
fense has strongly opposed.
Only eighteen men outside the jury
box and six in it of the original 125
veniremen summoned to try Jamos
B. McNamara for murder remained
when court convened today at the
beginning of the third trial week. No
Juror had qualified
finally. Three
talesmen,. Seaborn Manning, Robert
Bain, and F. D. Green, had been
"passed" or temporarily accepted by
both sides. ,
Within a few minutes after court
opened. Talesmen A. C. Robinson and
A. R. Mcintosh had been excused uy
Judge Bordwell, leaving only 23 talesmen and veniremen. Both men said
they were opposed to conviction in a
capital case pn circumstantial evi.

dence.

.

,,

,

'.-..

The judge's ruling regarding the
dynamite theory follows:
"Juror McKee testified that ho had
a definite opinion as to the causa of
the explosion and. Jthat it would require evidence to remove that opinion. He hast however, stated positively that notwithstanding that opinion, which, as he explained, was
formed 'entirely from reading statements in the pUblto journals and public rumor and notoriety, he could act
as a juror deliberate impartially
and .fairly upon the matters, to be
submitted to him..
"Tdo not think the court is bound
by the mere statement of a prospective Juror that he could "so act It
la a question of fact for the court
to determine. But if the court is satisfied, either from the Juror's, statement of the circumstances which are
available, that he can act thus fairly
and impartially, the court has no discretion but most allow that the Juror
is qualified.
;
his
position,
Further
explaining
r
Judge BordtreH aald:. . , , v
"The ultimate question which we
are seeking to determine, is whether
or not notwithstandlngt his opinion,
'
;
the Jurbf can' act Impartially.'
i.Just before the close of the morning session Talesman Willi? F. Oliver, answering a question by Mr. Darrow, said he knew of no reason why
laboring mens should strike.
"Do you mean that stxlke's','ar9 not
required or not proper?""asked Judge

here early today, then shot himself a cavein, as a result of the explosion'
'
of a keg of powder, which Ignited
aix.
black damp today In O'Gara mine No.
9, a mile south of here.
WOMAN'S AWFUL DEED
.
That more lives were not lost was
Braddock,' N. D., Oct. 23. Mrs.
to the fact that the shirt wns
due
Axel Johnson, wife of a prosperous
when the explosion occhanging
near
farmer
here, locked herself and
:
curred.
six children In their house and set
The explosion, although it occurrod
fire to the house after saturating the
400 feet down in the earth and was
room with kerosene.
They were muffled
by the strata above it, was
'.
burned to a crisp. ',
heard here.
Several men with cloths over ihoir
noses and mouths, have had the
selves lowered down Into the pit an 4
TAFT ENJOYS QUIET
have begun sending up the dead mi'l
Injured.
SUNDAY IN PIERRE
Two men, it was found, had beeti
Instantly killed and were so terribly
burned and torn that they could not
PRESIDENT GUEST AT HOME OF be identified. Several others, gent to
'
CONGRESSMAN
BURKE OF
the surface, were so Injured that they
'toJIP U TJj 04K.QT A.
.
died within an hour aftenvard.
The detonation of the explosion
Pierre, S. D., Oct. 23. After a warned the town that an accident
quiet Sunday, President Taft left to- had occurred and the fears of the
day for the central and northern part wives and children of the miners
of the state where today he will he were confirmed when they saw two
the guest of several South Dakota ambulances gallop toward the mine,
towns.
followed In a few minutes by an auThe president was the guest last tomobile containing physicians and
night of Congressman' Burke and, fol- nurses. Most of the miners employed
lowing breakfast at the Burke home by the O'Gara company are American,
this morning, he made a short talk to although there are a number of Poles
the school children of the city. Just at work.
before his train left Mr. Taft made
a second speech from the rear platform of his private car.
Huron Aberdeen and several other NATIVE PEOPLE ARE
towns are down on the schedule of
today's stopping places for the presiINSULTED IN ESTANCIA
dential train in this state.
'

j

,

.

,:.?
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TORRANCE COUNTY
TRYING .TO RETRIEVE
THEIR BLUNDER
DEMO-REPS-NO-

DEAD GIRL'S STOMACH

WILL BE EXAMINED
ACCUSED
PREACHER
OF MURDER OF AVIS LINNELL, REMAINS UNDISTURBED.

Boston, Oct. 23. Efforts of the police were further extended today to
complete the evidence and substantiate the. testimony of witnesses In connection with the murder of MIbb Avis
Linnell, the young music student
whose death by poisoning occurred
at the Y. W. C. A. building on October 14. The police today continued
their endeavors to locate the restaurant where Miss Lennell and Rev.
Clarence V. T. Richeson, pastor of
Immanuel Baptist church, of Cambridge, charged with the murder, are
said to have eaten on the 'day the
girl was found dead.
The girl's stomach is in the custody of Professor Whitney of Harvard medical school, who is making a
chemical analysis.
v
In the county Jail, Richeson remain calm and has made no statement. He slept peacefully during the
greater' part of last night and awoke
early. After eating a light breakfast he read the newspapers. His sister and lawyers arranged to see him
today.
Former Judge James R. Dunbar
and his son, Philip R. Dunbar, have
been retained by JRlcheson.
They
also are attorneys for Moses Grant
Kdmands, father of Miss Violet
who was to have married
'
Bordwell. ..
Richeson on "October 31. Mr.
'1 object to your question, your
reiterated his declaration that
honor," said Attorney Darrow em he believed Richeson innocent
.

s,

Ed-man-

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 23. In a desperate effort to retrieve the mistake
they made in the county convention
the democratic-progressiv- e
combine
in Torrance county, late Saturday
night dumped two democrats off theifl
ticket, sent a delegation out to thel
mountain ' precincts, and by ' hard!
work induced two Spanish-Americato go on the ticket
The Estancia Valley Newsy which
has been supporting the democrats
progressive bunch, expressed th
spirit of the democratic convention
in Torrance county when It published a report under the following head:'
"All American4 ticket named by
democrat
Only native on ticket fa
progressive and was placed on ticket
by progressives.'
This was the spirit of the convention, which took on a few progressives but entirely ignored the native
voters. The last effort to fix up th
natives however, came too late and
it is now generally conceded that
Torrance county will go republican by 350 majority, or more. Ther
democrats kicked off the ticket were
J. ' L Lobb, who already was campaigning for- - the office of probate
Judge, and B Hulen, for commission
'
er of the second district .
The men substituted were Juan J.
Romero, and. Juftn CtHig Sanche.
They add no strengtH' to the ticket In
Torrance county, a the native voters
recognize , the at.rf ;le of the democrats and will sup iort the republican
ticket as will the majority of all the
voters in that m mty. The affair has
caused a wider r each,' among demo-faction.
,

cratic-progressiv- e

'
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SANTA FE

BILL

SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
Army, 6 Yale, 0.
Navy, 0; Princeton, 0.
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Velour hats are the rage of the season. No good dresser will
be without one, We have just received a line of extra fine, imported Velour Hats of the Mallory quality. You'll want one
.
of these at
$7.50

Fawn. Mallory Craven-ett- e
hats with stitched
brim and fancy band, plain
raw edge or bound in self
color ribbon are extremely
dressy and desirable.
Mallory hats keep their
shape and do not fade or
spot. Price ...... $3.50

WERE SURPRISED

.....

ing the New York shore with Goat
Island.

CALENDAR

'

OF 8PORT8
FOR THE WEEK

FALLS

4

f

$3.50

Each

,

99

The Leading Brands ofHph Patent Flour

The Glidden tourists stop over for
GOLDEN WEDDING HONEYMOON- - the day in Atlanta.
Annual meet of New England Fox
ERS HAD BEEN TOLD NIAGHunters' club begins at Belchertown,
ARA WAS EXTINCT.
Mass.
Kid McCoy, vs. Sailor Burke, 10
Niagara Falls, Oct. 23. The city of
Niagara Falls, having joined with the rounds, at New York City.
United States and Canadian governFrankie Burns vs. Monte Attetll,
ments and the power companies in 10 rounds, at New Orleans."
Joe Mandot, vs. Young Saylor. 20
preserving the beauty of the great
cataract, has also started In to let rounds at New Orleans.
Tuesday
Glidden tour run from Atlanta to
Cordele, Ga., 167.5 miles.
Annual trials of the Hoosier Field
Trial club at Carlisle, Ind.
Annual trials of the Connecticut
Field Trial club at Hampton, Conn.
Annual trials of the Central Beagle
club at New Stanton, Pa.
Wednesday
Glidden tour run from Cordele, Ga.,
to Live Oak, Fla., 149.1 miles.
Opening of annual fall race meeting at Norfolk, Va.
v
Thursday
Glidden tour run from Live Oak,
Fla., to Jacksonville, the finishing
point.
Saturday
Pacific coast championship
golf
tournament opens at San Francisco.
Annual meet of the United Hunt
Racing association at Belmont Park,

.

"Diamond M
"Old Homestead"
Boss Patent

Monday

d

ready for yaur inspection.
Like all Mallory Hats they
are thoroughly cravenet
ted, insuring them against
spotting or fading. Style

.

ESTABLISHED 136

'

broad-brimme-

in Mallory Self Conforming Derbies are now

and service combined to a
maximum degree

TO FIND THE

the country know that the scenery is
in no danger.
As an illustration of the task that
confronts the citizens committee,
which has been appointed both to
make the place more attractive to
visitors and to correct false notions
about damage done to the falls, a hotel keeper here is telling of the visit
of an aged couple a few days ago.
The couple had lust come in pn a
train from Boston when they1 ac
costed a rather portly man i in a
felt hat, who was
standing in the hotel lobby.
The old gentleman explained that
'
they were on their golden wedding
scene
the
to
of their
revisit
trip
honeymoon, long ago.
"Can you tell me how to get .to
where the falls used to be?" he asked.
The person under the felt hat happened to be Congressman J. S. Simmons, who is at the head of the citizen's committee.
"Where the falls used to be?" he
repeated. "What do you mean?"
"Well, I understand they've dried
up the falls," said the visitor, and
he produced a clipping from the
"funny sheet" of a newspaper, a picture showing a dried-u- p Niagara, with
suicide poised on the
a would-b- e
crest and preparing to dive at a
barrel filled with water in the gorge
below- Tbe congressman laughed,
and started in to deliver the old couple a little speech then and there.
"Your falls are still there," he said-"Th- e
water diverted for power has
had about as much effect, as far as
appearances are concerned, as you'd
make on a pall of water by filling a
medicine dropper out of it
"Go to tbe falls and you'll Bind the
Bame Horseshoe, the same Bridal Veil
and the same American falls you saw
50 years ago the same rapids, and
the same spray rising hundreds of
feet in the air. For 50 years the falls
have been waiting for you and your
old lady to come back1 here and see
them, and they're going to he wait
ing many times 60 rears more.
"Do you know that the United
States and Canadian governments
have made a treaty fixing a limit
upon tbe quantity of water that can
be diverted, so that the falls may always remain as beautiful as ever?
The combined capacity of the power
plants is limited according to the reV
strictions of the treaty.
"When you get home tell your
friends that, and tell them exactly
what you saw. And let them know
that the people of this town, who
take in $20,000,000 a year from tour'
human watchdogs
ists,' are 30,000
who take much ' more interest in
keeping the falls beautiful than the
people living hundreds of miles
away."
The two age3 ' lovers breathed a
sigh of relief at hearing) the falls
were still in existence, and after
they
thanking the congressman,,
moved off toward the bridge connect
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NEW IMPORTED VELOURS

The new and popular
shade in Men's Hats is a
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Over-eatin-

Are all that YOU like in a hat. New exclur ive shapes and
shades becoming refined lines absolutely correct style the finest
fur felt. You get all these plus the weatherproof features, which
comes from the Cravenetting process, which simply renders them
waterproof. That's why Mallory hats stay new. Before buying a
hat see the line especially the following models.
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Quantity of Water Required to ProWashington University, 11; Westduce Grain Becomes Smaller at
minster, 0.
Fertility la Improved.
ON
Pennsylvania State, 18; Vlllanova,
0.
One of the most Important recent
Marquette University, 11; WabaBh, discoveries In the handling of crops
and especially of grain is that in ref9.
T
erence to the relation of soil fertility
University of Georgia, 12; Sewa-neand moisture.
have
Experiments
3.
brought proof that the quantity of
Lake
and
18;
Lee,
Washington
water required to produce a bushel of
ADDITIONAL SERVICE STARTING
Forest, 6.
j
NOVEMBER 12, TO COMPETE
grain becomes smaller as the fertility
University of Kansas, 6;" Kansac of the soil Increases. It requires twice
WITH SOUTHERN PACIFIC.
as much water to produce bushel of
Agricultural College, 0.
'
University of Kansas, 6; Friends grain on an infertile soil as it does on
It was announced by local Santa
fertile soil in good tilth, says the Kan0.
Fe officials yesterday that In line University,
sas Farmer. Tests showing this reB; Parker UniDenver
University,
with the policy of the transcontinensult have been made both In Europe
0.
tal railroads competing for Paclfiio versity,
and America. In every case the more
0.
Pennsylvania,
6;
Brown,
fertile soil, either through tillage or
coast traffic, the Ripley system has
50.
Dartmouth, 23; Williams,
the uae of manure or of commercial
agreed upon a plan of comprehensive
6 Washington and Jeffer- fertilisers, the less the amount of
Cornell,
to
service
train
in
its
Improvement
0.
water necessary for the production of
California points. The new order of son,
0.
each bushel of grain.
10;
Syracuse,
Lafayette,
three
Las
will
Vegas
give
things
The greater portion of the plant food
Carlisle Indians, 17; University of
trains.
additional ' transcontinental
In the soil la inert until by deep plow0.
The new trains will run from San Pittsburg,
ing, thorough tillage and early prep"-ratioCornell College, 3; Iowa, 0.
It is made available to the
Francisco and Los Angeles, via Las
0.
Lehigh, 6; Ursinius,
Such treatment holds moisture
plants.
Vegas to St. Louis and southeastern
0.
Michigan, 19; Ohio State,
In the soli, the air and the
southern
and
Orleans
New
deeper
to
points,
Minnesota, 21; Nebraska, 3.
gaaes work on the inert earth and the
points and to Chicago.
moisture helps dissolve the plant food,
Chicago, 24;. Illinois, 0.
The service to St Louis will be In0. increasing the number and action of
Colorado
College,
26
Wisconsin,
the
when
augurated on November 12,
bacteria In the soil, these bacteria
Oberlin, 9; Denison, 0,
'
.Santa Fe, In conjunction with the St.
manufacturing plant food from the
0.
Indiana,
5;
Northwestern,
will
Louis & San Francisco railroad,
t&i'th particles.
2.
Missouri,
Ames, 6;
A wheat grower who gives his fields
run a dally passenger train between
Virginia Institute, 12; Randolph the minimum amount of tillage, only
San Francisco and St. Louis. It will
0.
disking bis land, does little toward
also extend to Memphis, Tenn., and Macon,
28; Haskell, 3.
InWashburn,
making the fertility available and 1,000
Birmingham, Ala., and Includes
pounds of water or more may be reHarvard, 11; Amherst, 0.
termediate points via Las Vegas.
27. quired in his fields for each pound of
Dame,
Notre
Butler
College,
0;
the
or
Sometime later In November
Vanderbllt, 45; Central University wheat harvested. The grower who
first of December the Santa Fe will
follows the plan of shallow plowing seof
beKentucky, 4.
also Inaugurate a through service
cures some increase in fertility, but
St.
o
6;
yrrginla,
University
tween San Francisco and New Ornot enough to use the moisture to the
0.
best advantage.
leans. This train will be of the lim- John's College, Annapolis,
University of Texas, 11; Baylor
Early preparation of land, deep plow-In-k
ited type and will compete with the
and constant cultivation until it Is
Southern Pacific's Sunset limited. It University, 0.
9 Denison, 0.
in
good
tilth, with spring harrowing,
Oberlin,
this
run
city.
also
will
through
University of Wyoming, 5; Colo,-rad- o makes the soil so fertile that only
The third train will also come beabout one-haas much moisture Is reSchool of Mines, 0.
fore the end of the year and will conto produce a bushel of grain
quired
nect San Francisco with Chicago by
as it required with slight preparation.
CAUSE FOR ALARM
Intensive tillage secures double the
way of Las Vegas. From Los Angeles
to Chicago an extra fare de luxe train
service from the rainfall.
Loss of Appetite or Distress After
Commercial fertilizers and manure,
will be operated.
after becoming thoroughly incorpor
Eating a Symptom That Should
The putting on of these extra, fast
ated in the soil, have the same effect
Not Be Disregarded.
passenger trains by the Santa Fe Is
Annetite is just a natural desire for Rotation with legumes "and summer
said to be for the express purpose of
fallowing similarly increase the
bidding for the Pacific coast tourist food. Loss of appetite or stomach producing effect of the rainfall. grain
This
traffic from the south, which is now distress after eating indicates indiges is the surest way to double or treble
g
Is
a
the
or
asset
of
tion
an almost exclusive
dyspepsia.
the yield per acre.
Southern Pacific and Rock Island habit very dangerous to a person's
good general health.
systems.
SAVING
IN
MOISTURE
SOIL
It is Dot what you eat but what
docs
that
assimilate
PRIMARY
and
you digest
ARIZONA TO HOLD
More Can Be Done In Thirty-Si- x
Hours Following Rainfall Than at
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct 23 The state- you good. Some of the strongest,
hood machinery of Arizona will be heaviest, and healthiest persons are
Any Other Time.
set in motion for the first time to- moderate eaters.
There is nothing that will cauRa By W. C. PALMER, North Dakota Agri
morrow, when & general primary will
cultural College.,
.
trouble than a disordered st
candi-more
of
"be held for the selection
In the saving of moisture In tbe
contract
and many people dally
dates to be voted for at the first state
soil
of
a good deal like
dis the many in us are
rabbit
election, which Is- to bo held early in serious maladies simply through
the fable. In the winter
.
of
the
stomacli.,
abuse
or
time be was always spnaking of buildDecember. The nominations will in- regard
We urge all in Las Vegas who suf ing a house next summer. When sumclude candidates for governor and all
mer came and he was reminded of It,
other state officers, members of the fer from any stomach derangement,
be
whether
or
answered, "Every bush Is a house
dyspepsia,
suindigestion,
the
legislature, three judges of
now."
When a good shower comes we
to
Rexall
or
acute
Dys
chronic,
try
preme court and judges of the disought to get the moisture into the soil
tin
distinct
the
with
Tablets,
nepsla
contrict courts .representatives in
keep It there. We have no assur
that we will refund their and
ance that we will have more rain right
gress and county and precinct offl- derstanding
or formality,
' cers. Additional interest is given the money without question
away; that there will be enough to ripIf after reasonable use of this medi- en the crop, to put the soil In good convoters
primary by the fact that the
are not perfectly satisfied dition for plowing, to leave the soil
will express their choice for two cine, they
We recommend with a good moisture content for next
results.
the
with
United States senators. According
customers
our
to
every day, and spring. More can be done in the 36
them
to the constitution the choice of sen- of any one who has hours following a rain than at any
to
hear
have
yet
ators in the primary will he bind- not
been benefited by them. We hon other time. If the soil is too dry. then
save what little moisture Is left. Reing upon the legislature.
estly believe them to be without member that moisture cannot
pass up
eaual They give very prompt relief,
loose soil.
through
What we think of others often deaiding to neutralize the gastric Juices,
pends on what they think of us.
strengthen the digestive organs, to
POULTRY NOTE8.
regulate the bowels, and thus to promote perfect nutrition, and eradicate
The shady nooks are relished by the
hens.
all unhealthy symptims.'
Lime water is a healthy drink for
We urge you to try a 25c bos of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, which young turkeys.
Let your young chicks have all tbe
gives 15 days' treatment. At the end
possible.
sunlight
of that time, your money win be re
Be sure that the ducklings , have
turned to you if vou are not satis- plenty shade and water. "
lied. Of course, In chronic cases
A portable poultry house Is an adlength of treatment varies. For .such mirable arrangement for young turcases, .we have two larger sizes. keys.
Kaffir corn is an excellent ration for
which sell for Sue and 11.00. Remem
if fed in connection with other
poultry
Rexall
can
Remedies
obtain
ber, you
feeds.
in this community only at our'sto.
Cleanliness Is an essential sanitary
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey
condition for all animals', bat particu
'
Before taking Lydia E.Pinkham'8
larly so for blrdC
'
CATHOLIC YOUNG MEN'S UNION - Scraps from the' kitchen are not
Vegetable Compound.
Washington, Oct 23. The capital very acceptable to turkeys. They, like
Natick, Mass. "I cannot express today welcomed several hundred del all their food fresh.box
supplied with
Keep the dust
what I went through during the change egates to the
h
annual
lot lite before i tnea convention of the ' Catholic Young nice clean dust, and, see that tbe grit
box Is never empty.
Lydia . Finkham'8
Com- - Men's National Union. After attendiVegetable
It is always undesirable and unnecjpound. I was in such ing mass at St. Patrick's church this essary to feed condiments to bona to
nervous
condition
la
mem 10
il could not keep morning the delegates marched to stimulate
bold cockerels for, market
not
Do
initial
bust
Carroll
intsltute
the
for
still.
My limbs
were cold, I had ness session. The afternoon was fiven too long after they reach tbe weight
creepy sensations. over largely to seeing the sights of of tour or five pounds.
J and 1 could not sleep
Oyster shell is absolutely, the best
Knights. I was finally the city and tomorrow the delegates
food for the bens.' Keep
who. Dy ivro pnys will make a trip to Mt Vernon after It before them, constantly.'
iciana that 'I alsi
con
The poultry house should be conJhad a tumor. I read completing the business of the
structed with a view to Its' frequent.
one day of the wonderful cures made vention.
'
The Catholic Young Men's Nation easy and thorough cleaning.
by Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
to
never
to
la
bring
best
attempt
It
ana
to
aeciaea
compound
try it, al Union was organized In 1875,' and
and it has made me a well woman.
'
'
turkeys up In the muck yards, or let
My neighbors and friends declare it has branches in alt the eastern and them associate with old fowls.
had worked a miracle for me. Lydia middle western states. Its purpose U
One of tbe first problems which .the
E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound is to establish a club for the young men
Is called upon to solve Is
poultryman
worth its weight in gold for women
of Oiejultr "plant"" M '
location
of
under
of
each
direction
the
tie
parish
during this period of life. If it will
dollar
Is' generally
, rooster
A
ten
eshelp others you may publish my the pastor. The organization has
two dollar one.,. Tbe
a
than
cheaper
letter." Mrs. athan u. ukeaton,
ne
as
a
known
department'
tablished,
i:
tell the. second year.
61 N. Main street, JSatick, Mass,
Catholic Amateur Athletic league, good blood will, of the
Tbe ventilation
poultry bouse
most
critl. which is affiliated1 with the Amateur
The Change of Life lthe
.
should be provided for In such a way
cal period of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember Athletic union.' It has also establish that draughts of air will not 'strike
that there is no other remedy known ed, a literary committee, which con the birds.
to medicine that will so successfully ducts national and sectional essay
The' roost and nest boxes should be
carry women through tills trying and elocution contests and debates, movable, so that all parasites which
Pinkham's
E.
as
Vege
Lydia
period
a lecture bureau and a literary ex collect upon them may be reached
table Compound.
and destroyed.
If you would like special advice change.
The conditions required for the
about your case write a confidenmaintenance of health and vigor In a
at
Mrs.
'to
tial letter
Pinkbam,
all the high flyers are interest flock of fowls are similar to what are
Her advice is free, ed Not
lynn, Mass.helpf
1n aerial navigation.
requlrsd for other animals.
uL
and
always
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Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Charles Ilfeld Gompatrvy
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Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it.

n

Telephone yourWant Ads.fto The Optic.

i

Oregon-Washingto-

PDone

rather borrow a
dollar than earn it, in spite of the fact
that it costs mora effort
Many aman would

CIVM RELIEF AT

It cleanses,

ONCE.

soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane reuniting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold ia the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
Easy to use. Contains no Injurious drugs
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by
mnil.
Liquid Cream Balm for use in
atomizers, 75 cents.
ELY BROTHERS,

66

Warren

St.

New York,

,

WM2

Y. M. C. A. NOTE8.
The annual week of prayer for all
of the associations of the country will
be observed the week of November
12. Our local organization
expects to
observe this annual period by holding
a series of special noon-daservices
Further notice wil be given later as
to the exact hour and place.
The Bible classes are being organized and will beeln work near
the first of November. There' will be
classes among th following groups
of men and boys:- Older business
men, seuiors, students and two boys'
groups. One of the groups of boys
will study in the old testament and
the other group in the , new testa-

'
Get into line. The
encouraging.
boys' rooms have been fixed up especially for the boys and they now
have a place all of their own. They
are worth seeing. Parents are invited to visit the rooms on Tuesday
and Saturday afternoons.

Edinburgh, Oct 23. The ancient
Scottish capital was the soena today
of an International wedding in which
tne usual order of American bride
and British' bridegrponi was reversed.
Dr. Ernest P. Magruder, a well known
physician of Washington, J. G, was
the bridegroom at today's ceremony
and tho bride- wad Mtaa MacGregor,
daughter 6t Lady Helen and the late
ment
,
sir Malcolm MacGregor, who wrb a
'
Members of the Every Day Broth- rear admiral of the British, navy., Dr.
erhood are requested to take special MagTuder will take his bride to
notice of the topic for Wednesday at Washington, where he Is snperlnted-en- t
6 o'clock.
All members of this club
of one of the hospitals.
are invited to Join with the class at
the building every morning at 9
PILES r.lJRFPi IN wa rrt
'
v-- t
w ...
w iar nave
o'clock.
Tour druggist will refund money if
The gymnasium work has started PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
off with a swing of enthusiasm and case of
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
the prophesy for the winter's work is
troiramng piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c.
-

Creaw Balm
Ely'u
Sure to Clve Satisfaction.

&

Anyone who will read, each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose , to select the
test opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead." will surely
get quick
success.

.

CATARRH

& & ft & &

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

N .Y.
Harvard-Brow- n
football game at
Cambridge, Mass. (
football game at New
Haven1, Oonn.
h
football game at
West Point.
of Pittsburg
football game at Ithaca, N. Y.
Princeton-Hol- y
Cross football game
at Princeton, N. J.
Northwestern-Wisconsigame at
Evanston, m.
Michigan-Vanderbl- lt
football game
at Ann Arbor, Mich. '
Nebraska-Missou- ri
football game at
Lincoln, Neb. ,
n
football game
at Pullman, Wash.

$

&

-

--

'

;
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success. Here and there, la White-chspe- l
and In 'Lambeth, they were al
most stormed la the first days. "I
let In 400 boys." wrote a superln- tenilent after his first session, "and
the street outnlde seemed still black
with boys." The crowding at the
gates continued to give trouble in
some cases, tllL with the help of the
ever friendly policemen, regular double lines were formed.

children obeyed, how courteous and
happy they were.

23,

"

it.

THREE

MISSISSIPPI STATE FAIR
CASCARETS SURELY
Jackson, Miss., Oct 23. On the
STRAIGHTEN YOU OUT
eve of tne opening of the Mississippi
Who
Thousands
Played
state fair all signs point to the larg- No
Headache, Biliousntss, Upset
We reckon that about 20,000 chil
est and most complete exhibition of
Stomach,
Lazy Liver or Constithe
within
dren have been brought
tlte kind ever given in this state. The
Bowels
pated
by morning. litKt of tho exhibits was installed toranpe of the playgrounds, many esgirls and litpecially of the
day and everything is in readiness
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
tle onea, attending every day and
tor the owning ceremonies tomorrow. Every
is well flll-t-- and stomach clean, pure and fresh
very session five days a week and
every session five days a week
but
incliily notable will be the with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
WARD
MRS. HUMPHRY
TELLS
There was a serious IF YOU DO NOT BELIEVE A6K
were 106,000.
of
Tli
lire stock and horticultur- - passageway through these alimennwne
dlttpltty
f
lhl wpfn,
Babies Ware There, Too
HOW LONDON PROFITS IN
ANY OF THE WOMEN
sl
nd
mcrotnilturttl
If,
drop In the figures of the second
jtfinhl
WHO
(tnnn
wmnttft
products. The an tary or dranlage organs every few
yoiiitu
In the girls' playgrounds, during week, owing partly to a bank holiday,
THUS MANNER
'
nual
HOLD GOOD JOBS
of
Hf!H
;nvinttori
c'lt
the state poultry days with Salts, Cathartic pills, Casof
flM. Thx
wlh lw
those hottest August days, one saw when tho grounds were closed, and
llv stock association, bee tor oil or Purgative Waters
ti
dldfl't
eMilleH
HWlnUon,
unlllllij
tlt
Mrs. Humphry Ward has contrib crowds of girls and babies playing In partly to the strike. A Bermondsey
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
The way of the woman lmoiiit!nt' (,OB ad? jtliMtilRf m ttf ()rtltli!)f any
Kwlnn brofldwni and other
the
or
of
shade
Cascarets
school
In
London
an
Times
to
the
article
the
for
It
uted
tor is hard up to a owtaln point T(i imuey fHMIIcHlft
thoroughly cleanse and
buildings,
hard,
ar expected to add largesuperintendent found
on summer playgrounds for school forming happy groups for reading or stance, to cope with the attractions Point passed, It may lnut to fame ttlittttt'p ttf Imitmitlif lti
Mrtditnc of visitor dur-lo- regulate the stomach, remove the
of If, ly to lh
children "the first English expert sewing, or. filling the trestle tables of a van of sweets and jam over and fortune. Such caw hv
undigested, sour and fermenting food
WilttM'
t
ltPrSISte-ftf'tiHh
wkiV,
flRli!t-ill- ,
lpt:
and foul gases, take the excess bile
ment In what Americans call 'organ' under the shelters, where were pic turned In a street nearby where the known.
mm M Hi fat'l lht fh wwtol
from the liver and carry out of the
ized playgrounds'," as she remarks ture books to be looked at, beads to children swarmed about It like lit:lo
At this ttme of ytur flrnl In uleltl wto'fc t(l IIih
ONTARIO
SUNDAY
SCHOOLS
littl Italy
thread,
and
draw
with
to
rat
Introduction.
She
paints
of
per
decomposed waste
23. With system all the
by way
perhaps are thefahlon dtfiwtnslralws Htitjpi! tltM tljt? Hlt lit IMfTl mn- Oct.
wasps.
HfvmkrllM, Ont
or wool for knitting, or portable
matter
In the intestines
and
poisons
who
to
slow
music pronwiiiwl ovf S er' Mil Ittlmie'Kfil.
tip IhUfllM Htiodtty mim worker prftiwrtit from and bowels.
Or in Limehouse or Stepney, a suAt the opening of the school holi- swings, where the elder girls could
forty-sixtgiven
crowrtu
before
space
if
lh
(tit
loi
Ms
he
the
tthil
lit
M"t
Itf?
children
lefot
her
rvf
ijrovlne,
wiit)1ft
A Cascaret tonight will make you
swing the little ones in turn. Then, perintendent admitting whole flock who walk up one enotWs hm-days, and with the cordial
htWIM Htinwtf hMf s diWPH of (Minimi yn vent Ion of the Ontario feel
would suddenly see the
ri
if
asked
a
school
to
you
of the London County council,
great by morning. They work
pass
keeper
their
rVliool
of
to
eagerness
was
a
ttlttl
(txdocltttlon
hmhlti mutter for 1tt Hiiin1y
openfrhjH-s1lmipe
get
take to its heels to follow a strike how
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
50 playgrounds were "organized" by you through a locked door, you were
the
i(
Mti
connew
Th
fMH iiMitttlf,
holisiwnlons
will
klrt
tight
w
'
bank
with
tdfly,
Mtij.lruht-'even
rmty
But
)tr
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
how long the coats, how tall Ilia hS1i;
the play center committee In 26 In the boys' playground, where balls procession.
HWt-t- i
tlmi
four dny and will Include a
III ihk tltttf 10 I'
,;St(Hl!
and the strikes, the attendances
day
were
10 cents a box from your drugwas
soace
and
the
whizzing,
over
south
distributed
north,
schools,
was like that, anyway,
(wltthmtkm of tho completion of 100 only
0i ItiMttt Ih
tivwy tiny
over 60,000 for the second week; It
Millions
of men and women take
gist
east and far west London; and 50 divided up by a clever superintend were
for
a
week
or more In one f NW Um Ittittf't-'- : f
Mteti! yw of HiiiKlay school work In this
It tttttt
with the third week they went up
a Cascaret now and then and, never
York's
superintendents, 26 women and 24 ent between the cricket of the bigger
store
In
Tim
largest
flritt
littfc
which
rw'ftill
tlflMOtl'
school
Ktttii'lim,
IMS
4
tlO.ltlilMlt
fFHH;
Sunday
with a bound, and the fourth week,
have Headache, 'Biliousness, coated
men, all of them trained teachers, boys very near, often, to the real
rMlHllfil lt ItrtVn ItfslltN Onlnrln wim mIuIIIn1ihi
Just 100
are not provided seats for two thoiiMtnd five Mn'W
the
figures
which
complete
of
and
a
the first efforts, not
tongue,
Indigestion, Sour Stomach or
with drill or gymnastic certificates, thing
hundred
and
persons
WHll ft
standing mm
thHMIM, hlttl frtf llltHte ymtrn K4 this month la the village
before me, has probably been the
yet
Bowels.- 'Cascarets bewhit
less
of
the
Constipated
the
In
younger
of
energetic,
were placed
grounds.
charge
for as many more to enjoy mi oh WllH ilftHtttS rhNft I
now the city of
ft HiftH of ICIlHttlwHIilown,
best of any.
Rit;tly
in
household. Children
every
long
The council lemt furniture trestle ones. In one corner, also, there
lesson
of the newest Kftriittii! to wliitf fltjf m mm Hittt
ject
Today there are more Just love to take them.
i, ttf IMfookvllln,
The cost of the experiment will be, for all occasions. The leswn
tables, ordinary chairs and forms, the would be mats and Jumping Btands
Jmn
OntaIttitllttld
In
schools
ItHhttiHif
6,000
willllti llw
Mt'ti'oti..
Sunday
tf
Taking the attend given with the aid of 40 youn W
small kindergarten chairs and tables In andther groups?(pla!ying tennis, with rouKhly. $4,500.
ItHt (lit i"M
imxliiwrii rio, or about one half of the total
400
at
a
chalked
weeks
cenline
instead
of a net, while ances during the four
and a few deck chairs. The play
men, tall, Bhort and medium, dtlm, Of t ltt(Mrlttt (if ItrtifeuMt'tt Wtl," immtKir In All Canada,
A young widow's sigh is more
ter committtee provided cricket sets, the shelters were full, as in the girls 000 In round figures, it will be seen not too slim, and almost stout, who
tennis
balls, portable grounds, of all kinds of quiet occupa- that each attendance works out at a paraded with a slow and stately
than the smile of a summer
footballs,
rot-haAdam blamed It on his
fraction more than a half penny. Sup grace few of the spectators could
swings, toys of all the simpler kinds tions.
mother-in-labooatiMO
girl.
no
wife
h had
1 1 :s
It posing a child attended five hours a have ma toned.
Management was everything.
skiplng ropes, dolls, painting and
of
as
mate-rilamany
was wonderful what a superintend- and and five days a week,
Saleswomen? Not at all. Demondrawing (materials, needlework
cost
strators every one, trained and tried,
quiet games such as draughts, ent with a real turn for the thing the girls and little ones did, the
with
dominoes, block puzzles, and so forth. could make of his ground what a of providing an Individual child
It was a demonstration well worth
99 GERMAN-MILLE- D
and
supervision for the suffering some onlooker underof hold he got upon his boys and how lilay, occupations,
Also the friendly
the police was asked for, in case the well, in such cases, the boys behaved. the four weeks of August works out went. A young woman balancing on
or
-- There was a real
loyalty and esprit at a little more than 60 cents,
a projection of the supports of th
grounds more especially the gates
week.
a
cents
ten
crowdIn
In
more
about
the
de corps
these grounds; and when
became congested
last row of seat submitted to having
ed neighborhoods; and this was most In the last week "sports" and disIn conclusion It should be said that an arm pinched black and blue withTHE BEOTHUKS WCRtt IUPP09CD
kindly and tactfully given, eve.i plays were organized for the benefit the fund which has given so much out a protest or so much as turnln
through the difficult week of the of the parents, it was really astonish pleasure and profit was contributed her eyes once from the alluring proTO HAVE BEEN A RACE
strikes, when the hands of the police ing to see with what ease a compe- by about 35 persons, most of them cession in front.
LONG EXTINCT,
tent man or woman could handle a old and generous supporters of the
were more than full.
Watched Them an Hour
The grounds were an immediate crowded playground, how eagerly the play center movement.
Some of the spectators stood for
Firxer,-Whit- er
2fl.
The Inst of
l'hlludulphlii,
more than an hour in the morning
the
famous
Indian
of
tribe
Beothuka,
and came back In the afternoon,
a race, believed to have been exwhen the clothe . schedule was
tinct since 1829, have just been dischanged, to stand some more. The covered
by Prof. Frank C Speck of
same scene on a smaller scale was
the university of Pennsylvania muGERMAN
In
stores.
on
other
going
seum. The three living members of
.
.
to
tell
woman
able
be
A young
may
" A
the Beothuks were found along the
SILVERWARE)
over and over again to a constant- Penobscot river almost in the center
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.-- J
ly shifting set of listeners "thl9 pan of New England civilization, where
does so and so" without losing her they had drifted in search of medical
enthusiasm or her mind and sell a aid. One of the three, an old In
L
lot of pans, too, and yet never once dian woman, said to be nearly 100
Distributors
touch the heights demanded of the years old, told to Professor Speck the
latter day demonstrator. The woods, history of the lost tribe, and thus
or rather the stores, are full of this was added, in the opinion of the in
link which
The percent structor, an important
kind of demonstrator.
age which develops initiative and ori has been missing In anthropological
ginality of methods and so passes the history for nearly a century.
The Beothuks were first discovered
drudgery point Is much smaller. This
in 1437 by the Cabots In NewfoundIs the sort of demonstrator manufacturers and retailers are watching out land. Three of them were captured
for and find less often among women and taken to London, where, through
Fabric
the fact that their bodies were dyed
than among men.
custom
an
ancient
to
"There are men," a merchant said, red, according
6est Rubber Collars and Cuffs
of their race, they caused the Ameri
"who can drop into any busy thor
"red
as
the
known
be
to
Indian'
can
.
All Styles.
oughfare anywhere, with a novelty man." For this reason anthropolo
It doesn't matter what, and la two
gists have always regarded the Beo
minutes collect crowd and hold it in thuks as
exceedingly Important to
ALTMORE
definitely. First thing you know their science.
'
RANSLEY
Sizes lira ISKlN.
these men are' managing a business
12
Front 1X1
Sizes to 18 In.
The last of the Beothuks - to ba
Back UIm.
Front2MIn.
on their own account and sending out seen alive was - Shanandithet He
Distributors
Back IK. In.
Women of like call died in St. Johns, Newfoundland, in
demonstrators.
ber are scarce, but not so scarce now 1829. About this time, according to
Uw--Js5as they were a few years ago, it hav Doctor Speck,' a number ' of expedi
- ?
ing been discovered that women with tions were made into the Interior by
good thinking appartus who can con men of science, with the hope of dis,
centrate on the 'question how to covering some of the fast dwindling
reach the public by methods out of tribe, who were noted for their in
20e per IOC Iba.
200 lb, or More, Each Dsllvsry
There is every indication that
the 'ordinary are making a - pile of tense hatred and fear of. the white
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each DsllVtry
Z6c per 100 lbs.
man and his civilization. They found
20t Iba. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
SOe par 100 lbs.
everybody will be pleased with the
money as demonstrators.
60 Iba. to 200 Iba
Each Dt livery
40c par 100 Iba.
In one of the department stores, some vacated camps, tepees, canoes,
performance'of "Polly of the Circus,"
utenLaea Than 60 Iba., Each Delivery
69o par 100 iba.
for instance, is a young woman put Implements of warfare, cooking
which will occur tonight in the" Dunbut no Beothuks.
there to demonstrate a blend of cof sils and clothing,
can opera house. Managers Duncan
"The disappearance of the Beothe
eye
to
as
is
fee.
She
pleasing
and Browne are pleased with the adsaid Doctor Speck yesterday,
as the coffee she prepares Is to the thuks,"
"Is one of the most remarkable and
vance sale of seats, which has been
desirable
not
Is
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
these
It
taste. But
audiand Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
a Interesting mysteries In the history
to
draw
very heavy. They are sure he
enable
her
which
points
of the Indians. - After the expedition
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
play,
as
a
well
as
be
pleased withythe
percentage
ence will
good salary
In 1829 into Newfoundland many of
enormous
her
of
from
by
of
the
highly
money
which is being spoken
the Micmacs moved into Newfound1
Tr
sales. She has superior originality land, and it is
the press in all the cities in which it
possible that a few of
"v -'" '
and a lightning change of argument, the Beothuks, who had become septt
has been produced this season. The
as circumstances require.
arated from the body of their tribesbiggest turn out of society peoplft
In another store a young woman, men. Intermarried with the Micmacs
VeLas
in
a
attended
play
'
that has
If it may be termed a science must
also of high intelligence, manipulates and lost their Identity.
to
'
an electric wrinkle remover to such
gas for several months is expected
"The Beothuks called themselves
include a means of presenting the
purpose that what at the start was a the Osabannas, and were known by
be present and there Is every indicain
the
opin
will
be
doubtful
traditions
to
other
tribes
the
this
proposition
packed.
very
by
tion that the house
proposition to the greatest number
ion of the manufacturer has turned name. If you ask any of the; other
The tender, beautiful romance of a
of prospective bayers.' To reach this
out a money maker. Said a man Indians anything about the Osagan-na- s
a
pretty little circus rider and village
will shrug their shoulders
they
ager:
western
class in the southwest use the
and point to the north and say: 1
clergyman in a small middle
The Value of Showing Them
about
'
theme
love
up north;
town is the unusual
"It has come to pass that the New don't know. Somewhere
.
..
York public is peculiarly responsive heard of them.'
which Maifearet Mayo framed her
"From what little we have of their
American
to ocular demonstrations of merchan
appealing
tremendously
language from old records and my
a
woman
the
the
Send
average
under
dise.
own small vocabulary, It seems that
play, "Polly of the Circus,"
bushel of literature describing some
the Beothuk was an independent
management of Frederick Thompso.i,
even
look
at
won't
V;
she
and
one
Si
thing
f
and tribe. They were not rewith lovely little Ida St. Leon t.b
It Show her this same thing in stock
to
lated
any of the other Indians
JV
Polly.
operation or In an attractive settin? about them, either in language or in
the
carries
and she will pay carfare, travel a cou- race.
"Polly- - of the Circus"
and accesscenery
of
ple of miles and spend a lot of time
amount
"The Beothuks had an annual cere-largest
as
look at It, whether she buys or
to
well
as
saries ever brought here,
many." saia Doctor speck, which
ornot."
was fcarticlpated in Iby the whole
one of the finest acting companies
i
and local
Speaking of a friend who after tribe at Red Lake, and at which they
ganized in recent years,
an
opporhigh school searched around crushed quantities of a kind of red
leaving
afforded
are
theater goers
for something to do which would be root and dyed their entire bodies.
unrivaled atthis
witness
to
tunity
In
profitable and give fairly quick re- This was never washed off and ordintraction in exactly the same form enone
a woman manager told this:
turns
for
was
presented
arily It lasted until the next annual
which it
theater,
my advice she hunted up a ceremony.
"By
It was renewgd Very EVERYBODY READS THE LAS
tire season at the Liberty,
VEGAS OPTIC
Ida St. Leon, Star In "Polly of the Circus
to demonstrate something year,"
chance
New York cit.

VACATION

USES

FOR PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

had never been demonstrated
before and to do it In an unusual way.
She wnt.to a firm which operated
a chain of stores around the city and
offered to demonstrate a brand of lea
at eactv stor In rotation, UlllnK whiit
sort of Mlnif nho would mjomnend
and so on,
"Now I Knew find una khw thai It
difficult thin 10 pain th
would l
ir ami Ida mfidtn' of ltt timtt-auiwl.c--
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courage it takes to fight the battles
of the friendlness and the homeless
boy. He knoivs the kind, of men who
are men, who helped him in all walks
of life, who toiled with him and
whose life he himself led. He knows
the common, ordinary man the man
who is a man all of the tjme in New
Mexico or in New York
Why should Holm O.i Bursum fear
the outcome of this1 ejection? The
majority of the people of this great
new state are men men who work,
men who strive, men"' who are courageous, men who defy adversity who
despise slander, who hold' contempt
for the kind of methods used against
'' ;
'" '
Bursum.
Mr. Hagerman admits that he is
fighting Bursum. Whosls Hagerman
Born of wealthy parents,1 reared In
luxury, educated in the finest 'schools,
lifted through them by a private tu
tor, nutured in a home' of ease and
luxury, elevated socially and financially, without effort, by wealth and
'

pull.
1.00
How did Hagerman become governor? Will he tell where and how he

Biz Months

(Cash In Advance for Mall
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Remit by draft, check or money
rder. If sent otherwise we will not
fee responsible (or loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
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got the job?
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-

U

- '

Will he tell who "took care of him"
and who gave him the funds to employ expert counsel to tell- him how
to conduct the governor's office?
land?
And where did Hagerman
The very ease and lack' of effort that
brought him into the governor's office
He-wIncompewas his undoing.
tent, Incapable, a poor" judge Of men,
men
'type he
fct
had never seen. : i
He has thrown himself sin comparison to Holm O. BursuMW1 called by
his friends, the Abraham--i Lincoln of
New Mexico, and whom ihetbas tried
:'
to brand as a thief.
Will Holm O. Bursum; bo' the first
"
governor of New Mexico? Do you
think Herbert J." Hagerman, with, all
his money, all his ease all his inend
experience, all
what personal friends and following
can command can defeat a. man like
Holm O. Bursum?- If you do, you have yet- - to learn
the kind of a man that can be
wrought from a parentless and penni
less boy who has worked .every Inch
of the way up the ladder to where he
stands today.
r--

,
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STATE TICKET

For Governor
HOLM O. BURSUM.

For Lieutenant

WHERE IT STANDS

Governor

in the Albuquerque
(Editorial
Morning Journal, May 11, 1911.)
-The record of the hearing before
'
the house committee on territories
we suggest, should take Its place as
W. G. SARGENT.
the comic section of the Congression
For State Treasurer
al Record, the chief, artists being
SILVESTRE MIRABAL.
those democrats, who, after holding
For Attorney General
a secret meeting here at which nothFRANK W. CLANCY.
Tor Superintendent of Public Instruc--' ing "of Interest to the public" was
done, went to Washington to spend
tion
a
month or so workfti)r8ay and night
ANDREW B. STROTJP.
a tremendous and," in fact, super- in
For Commissioner ot Public Lands
human effort not to delayitphood.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
The Morning Journal has nnisnea
J For
Supreme Court Judges
perusing the thir4,,aMJaeAuniber
FRANK W. PARKER,
of the three volumiiejgflpt;: the
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS.
heacring, and as a piece .of4iumor it
EDWARD R. WRIGHT.
'
is hard to excel. .1 ha
For Corporation Commissioners
includes 210 pages"oT"effort not to deGEORGE W. ARMIJO,
lay statehood, and ean unto the last,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
final and concluding ;page there is the
;
M. S. GROVES.
' For
the New
convincing rteration by
In
Congress
Representatives
"
Mexico gentlemen that .they view
GEORGE CURRT,
'V with unqualified Jhiorror any attempt
ELFBGO BACA.
to delay statehood for New Mexico.
In the latter pages of the record Mr.
BUltSUM IS STRONG '
Fergusson appears
esisHSBsi
who is "hurt and ashamed" because
"You may elect the (balance of your of the cruel
mlaconstpgUi of his
tieket but we'll beat Bursum."
motives and the misrepresentation to
This was the confident utterance which he has been subjected at home.
bf the democratic bosses at the open
Mr. Fergusson has Tet&iDZ&'Jteel
ing of the campaign after McDonald ashamed but not on account of what
fcae
been put into the race his newspapers have aSdTaSiwC' Sm,
, tame being placed on the slate after
The conclusion :of r.QHTTECont.tsub-stantiate- s
feeveral veteran democrats had de
the first; tflSf5n(4Sf;. this
clined the "honor."
"ftwitlemen
newspaper, that
But the democratic bosses are not went to Washington for the sole purtalking that way today. They have pose of making an attack; pn the connothing to say. Bursum Is running stitution.
They attached it before
like the veteran that he is in the the committee from, eyer kpgle and
, fioHtkal game. He Is gaining votes In every detail; tbeyitmpted-i- t
up
imd friends every day. The campaign one side and
t$1nejr
pt vHlification and abuse that the brought again thelr?51d amrttar
democratic bosses and their newsintroducing, as ' stafcod by the
paper organs turned loose on Holm committee members themselves all
D. Bursum proved as big a boomer- - kinds of personalities and a(nclient
lang as the land grab. Bursum play history: thev reiterated C the false
ed the part of the man. He got right hood that the constitution is impos
tout into the open, he defied Che boss slble of amendment; they attacked
les, Hajgerm'an and their crowd to the elective franchise, provislqn; they
make good.' Me ignored their abuse, attacked the corporation commission
went before the people honestly and article; they reiterated the He that
candidly and discussed matters in the election was corrnptf they denied
0
which they were interested and about that the people, in spite of the
which they wanted to know and he
majority, approved of 'Ihe' fcpnsti-tutioIs winning by it.
and they assailed the whole
Bursum already has shown more proposition from start to finish, bitstrength than even bis closest terly and rancorously.3 They attackfriends believed be could muster. He ed the contsltutlon day after day on
tas already demonstrated that the their own Initiative In the effort not
did ? not
oy who started upon the hard path to delay statehoodl
cf poverty and neglect, at the tender meet objections of the committee and
oge of 12 years, without a father or after a "way out; they endeavored to
a mother' without a home and with persuade the committee that the connothing but his handa wherewith to stitution was rotten, and was not
fcattle against starvation, cannot be what the people of New,Mexlco wantdefeated by a lie.
ed.
......
, v
Holm .O. Bursum knows what the
And now they fee "hiart end
knocks and disappointments of this ashamed" because the people of New
life mean. He kuows what kind of Mexico have so cruelly fcilsunder- MALAQUIAS

MARTINEZ.

For Secretary of State
SEeUNDINO ROMERO.--For State Auditor
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them. The members of the
atcoimiuttee democrats kindly ,
tempted to assuage their grief by the
comforting assurance that they (the
committee) had perfect confidence In
i he desire of the New Mexicans not
o delay statehood.
It was a kind-ueswhich we fear the people of New
Mexico will not emulate. As to Uncle
Henry Blair, the last part of the record quotes him as referring to the
"insane frenzy" of New Mexico to become a state.
He deprecates New
Mexico's unseemly haste. After all.lt
does look like rash heedlessness to
try to bolt into the Union in the brief
space of sixty years.
o
Owen Is the gentleman who knocked statehood into a cocked hat by
leading a filibuster in the senate.
Why don't he get out in this neck o'
the woods. We want to have & little
heart to heart talk with the eminent
half breed from Oklahoma who ought
to have enough Indian blood In his
veins to have aided his people back
there to get citizenship and a square
deal both of which they are badly
All that the Indians of
In need of.
Oklahoma have, they can thank a republican government for; they never
got anything from the democrats but
Owen might:
starvation and want.
make a few Interesting talks on that!
subject out this way during the present campaign. We would like to hear
stood

.
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Reforming
Mildred
Mildred wag astonishingly proficient

In the gentle art ot
She bad a horror of permitting people

to think herself or her possessions
better than they really were. She
could not bear that any one should believe she was trying to appear smarter or nicer than she was In reality.
For instance, if a person casually
admired her bracelet, which was set
with tiny French brilliants that defied the criticism of anyone but an expert with a magnifying glass, Mildred
always spoke up hurriedly.
"They aren't real diamonds, you
know," she would explain. "They
look real, don't they?
But they
.

aren't"

When visitors chanced to remark
on the beauty of the Flemish wood
work in her home she would hasten to
say: "But you know It Isn't real oak
it's Just pine stained. The effect is
exactly an good and you couldn't tell

the difference unless It Was explained
to you but It Isn't real oak at all!"
One day she said to visitors: "No,
father Isn't rich enough to own an
automobile." Yet these same visitors
had been assured ten minutes before
.
by her father that he disliked cheap
from him.
"
cars and was waiting until American
"
.
t:
manufacturers did better work before
Every time that Brother Flood of he bought a machine.
a
makes
Virginia opens his mouth, he
few more republican votes and as he
Sometimes
Mildred's despairing
appears to have shut his ears" and family would take her aside after such
kept his mouth open most' bf the outbursts and remonstrate with her.
'
time, he ought to be encouraged by Their words ranged from tearful supto
the republican party, so long as he plication all roaringwasthreats, but the
cases
effect in
precisely nothcan keep up his nerve.
ing. Mildred would turn her rather
o
prominent, accusing eyes upon her
We want Mr Owen to join Flood mentor and say: "Well, but it's true,
out here. We want to tell Owen a isn't it? What's wrong about telling
few things In a sort of a heart to the truth?"
As time went on her family deheart way, that is Impossible while
of ever finding a cure for this
spaired
he remains in Oklahoma framing up
of Mildred's mind. They
obliquity
deals to swipe the rest of the Indian would sacrifice much in order to Jolt
lands.
her into a becomingly tactful state of
conscience. They finally concluded It
r- -o
-was hopeless.
'
It Irritated Mildred's mother to sail
out In a brand-negown made from
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
an old one sent her by a rich aunt
4ad then to hear her daughter
never guess mother hadn't
Letters remaining uncalled for, for gone downtown and bought that goods
by the yard, would you? Aunt Sarah
the week ending October 20, 1911.
T. P. Brewer; A. C. Cassidy; Ed- Is so much larger than mother that
cut down nicely for her!"
win H. Davis; Dr. C. H. Hamlin; things
In response to her mother's someEarl Hughes; Mr. and Mrs. John Ris- what' heated remarks after this parer; Charlie Klser; O E. Linkenhelt; ticular performance Mildred retorted,
Phil A. Lyons; Juari" D.""l6htoya; shocked: "Why, you actually weren't
R. trying to make them think it was new
Adolf o Nleto; Homer C. Price;
'
when It wasn't, were ' you? That
.;
Scrutton.
would be deceiving theml"
When calling for the above please
Of course, this reply ' would floor
ask for "Advertised Letters."
any perfectly good mother. Still, as
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
Mildred's mother said, it was infuriating to have a daughter so devoid of
common sense.
4.
4'
Mildred was Just as downright In
r .
regard to abstract things, too. She
TIME TO REGISTER.
carefully explained that her brother's
Mr. Voter get busy, for you
eyes didn't really fall him at college,
but that he was expelled because he
4'' have but six more days In
got into so many scrapes. She also
4which to register for the com- out that, even though he did
ing election. Up to date the f pointed
have a prominent jaw, his character
been
has
light,
registration
lacked declsjon and that he threw his
and if all the voters are to
things on the floor Instead of hang4-place their names on the looks
ing them up.
f it is time to get busy.. For 4' So when she became engaged to itu-fu- s
Price her family. In spite of their
4 the citizens of this side of the 4
disappointment, were relieved. They
4 river the city hall is the place
and .Chief of 4' felt that henceforth, Mildred would be
of registration
busy pointing out all of Rufus'
4 Police Ben Coles is Judge "ot 4 kept
defects and faults and stns to him, so
the
4 that they would get a much needed
4 registration To wait until
4' last, minute will mean a rush. 4 rest '
4- and confusion just before elos- - 4-If there was anything Rufus had in
Ing time' and .rnnch unneces;. 4 abundance it was faults; If he feed
4 sary trouble . will be avoided 4 stood ten miles away and let you Are
Get busy!, 4 a shot at him It would have been Im4 by registering-earlypossible to escape hitting a fault or
to. The more Mildred's family thought
44 4 about it the more Rufus appeared to
4. 44-4- .f 4-- 4them like a great blessing.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
'
Lucas County, ss. '
They were talking it over one evenFrank J. Cheney makes oath that ing when Mildred was supposed, to be
y:
be is senior partner of the firm of upstairs.
.;
F. J. Cheney & Co, doing business
"He Is so homely," said Mildred's
in the City of Toledo, County and mother, "and so awkward and so
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
"And hell never make a dollar," inDOLLARS for each and every case terrupted Mildred's father.
,
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
"And his temper!" suggested Milthe use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
dred's brother. "Gee! Cross grainFRANK J. CHENEY.
ed!"
.Sworn to before me and subscribed
Then 'they all stared at Mildred,
in my presence, this 6th day ot Dewho,
apparently, had risen out of the
1S86.
D.
A.
cember,
floor.
A. W. GLEASON,
She breathed hard. "I should think
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- you'd all be ashamed of yourselves!"
nally, and acts directly on the blood she stormed. "To malign a perfectly
and mucous surfaces of the system. wonderful man like Rufus! Homely!
Where are your eyes? He has a
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
strong face! And Just beSold by all Druggists, 75c.
cause he doesn't hop around like a
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- dancing master is no sign that he is
pation.
awkward? He has the sweetest disposition on earth! As to making
HEN WITH A HUMAN FACE.
money, if he isn't ten 'times smarter
Isaac Schantz of No. 157 Avenue C, than any of the men In his family I'd
like to know It! He Is perfectly
Bayonne, N. J, has a curiosity in a
and you can Just all ' apoloyoung Plymouth rock hen, which has splendid,
gize!"
a face resembling that of a human
"We apologize, all right" gasped
being. The hen was purchased by her brother, who was the first of the
him for 39 cents. It has several teeth family to recover. "If falling in love
and chews its food, which is princi- with Rufus has reformed you we shall
never cease to sing his praises!"
pally chopped meat.
V
The hen has nails on its feet like
To the Bitter End.
those of a human, and it refuses to
Mrs. Smith is opMrs. Brown-Jone- s
mingle with Schantz's other chickens posing your nomination bitterly. Can't
was
hatched
last
hen
The
spring, you conciliate her in any way?
but Its owner does not know where,
Mrs. Smith It is impossible. Twenty-fas the man from whom he purchased our
years, ago i said that her baby
It bought It along with several other was small for its age. Harper's
ordinary fowls.
-
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL K5WS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct 23. The narrow

movement of stocks during the morning offered no Inducement for speculative operations and trading on
change was unusually light The lower range of prices sent over from
London caused a shading of quotations at the opening but in the brisk
recovery, the list remained firm. United States Steel was again the leader In point of activity and the bears
succeded in forcing it to 69 but were
A slow
not able to hold it there.
hardening movement sent prices to a
still higher level in the second hour.
Reading and Chesapeake and Ohio
sold a point above Saturday's closing
and many other active features about
half as much.
Bonds were dull and
irregular.
Some of the active railroad stocks
receded moderately on realizing sales
The lower prices attracted new buy
ing orders and prices soon went to
the best again. New York Air Brake
to 60, the lowest price In
fell 3
years. Recent liquidation of this
stock nnd the convertible A per cent
bonds had been due to the delay in
declaring the usual dividend on the
stock.
A gain of nearly four points in In
ternatlonal Harvester furnished the
only fluctuation of Importance In the
earl yafternoon. Elsewhere the move
ment was slowly upward, with representative stocks anywhere from Vi
to 1 to a point above last week's
close.

The market closed steady.
The sales were as followe:
53
Amalgamated Copper
...117
Beet
American
Sugar
:
;..106
Atchison
123
Great Northern
105
New York Central
116
Northern Pacific
'
160
Reading
109
Southern Pacific
.162
Union Pacific . . . .
60
United States Steel
109
United States Steel, pfd

KAKf.ft.S CITY LIVE STOCK
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
:. Otrlp, rc- 0
Kansas I
Chicago, Oct 23 Unexpectedly
':
soutb- the
fi'Vf
knocked
..''"!)?
heavy world shipments
.
A"
to
')
lc,-ia5n;
rt
'r.t !ow- props today from under wheat. Own
'
southr..
;.4'' '
lower to Li rr y
ing prices were
southern
to ern ai '"
un. December started at 1.02- '
J '
native
and cews
to
1.02
a loss of
to
'
''"--- 7.
r.r-jcowi
weathcold
(!
fell to 10171.02. Clear,
"
:
bulls
'
er-er,' regarded as the right sort for ma
.'
i 00f?7.50;
'
;$3.r5?T4.tr--turing and husking corn, made that j
to western rv- -; '1.im;!77."5: western
cereal weak. December opened
to 65 and sank to rows S2.KC.":
down at 65
7. ""- Markei
Hogs.
65
.
The close was steady with
s.los
of
Bulk
$fi.l06.30;
net lower at
steady.
December
V- rnd "t- 101
heavy
Oats, although displaying a little chers $6.?5r..C2n:' "
firmness at the outset, were depress- 6.40; p'.gs '
Market
SheeJ.
receipts
ed later owing to the action of other
c5:t-.-v10
grain. December opened unchanged steady to
l"'b. -:4 .4"?'
to 48
$3.00.33.75:
to shade higher at 48
'
range wethers and jo?r",-and then receded to 48.
$
Influenced by the hog market, pro- .25: ran re ewe
First
around.
all
easier
visions turned
r.T. I O'Ji? v : ;.v
were unchanged to 5 centa lower
Wrrl
Oct.
Louis.
for
St.
JlS.80
'to
with January $15.75
J'"n"
wesrra
and
for
;"'
and
lard
$8.20
for
ritory
$9.06
pork;
fine
I1f;1'".
ifiSTiS:
mediums
fine
ribs.
The closing quotations were as fol
lows:
Coics Sf'r.ubiy
May 106. Take Your Comn-.- '
Wheat, Dec.
Common colds, severe in- rvc, (.";
May ,66.
Corn, Deo.
chrome diseaslay the foundation of now-Oats, Dec. 47; May
: and throat
ed conditions of the
into broncbirts,
Pork, Jan, $15.72.
and may develop
For
Lard, Jan, $9.05.'
pneumonia, and consumption.
in children and
colds
and
all
$8.15.
Jan.
coughs
Ribs,
In grown persons, take Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound promptly. O. G.
LIVE
STOCK
CHICAGO
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Chicago, Oct 23Cattlei. 'receipts
estimated at 36,000.' Market 10 to 15
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Beeves. $4.708. 15; Supply just the ingredients needed to
cents lower.
Texas steers. $4. 006.00;. western build up, strengthen and restore the
natural action of the kidneys and
steers
$4.157.10; j stackers and bladder.
for
prepared
Specially
feeders $3.255.70; cows, and heifnervousness,
backache, ht?adache,
ers $2.006.00; calves $5.009.00. rheumatism and all kidney, bladder
O. G.
Hogs, receipts estimated at 35,000. and urinary irregularities.
Market steady to shade lower. Lights Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
-
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65; 50.
.

$8.006.65; mixed $6.056.67;
heavy $6.056.65; rough $6.05

Lame back is one of the most common forms of muscular rheumatism.
6.25; good to choice heavy $6.25
of Chamberlain's
6.60; pigs $3.756.00; bulk of sales A few applications
Liniment will give relief. For sale
$6.406.60.
by ill druggists.
Sheep, receipts estimated at 70,000.
e
market steady to 10 cents lower.
$2.253.70; western $2.40
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
NEW YORK METAL
3.80; yearlings 3.604.40; lambs,
New York, Oct. 23. Spot copper native $4.O06.10; western $4.00
LOST Small white Esquimo dog,
12.151225; lead $4.254.30; bar 6.10.
with light brown spot on back. Resilver 54.
turn to 813 Seventh street and reNEW YORK MONEY
ceive reward. Phrona Coulton.
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
New York, Oc4" 23. Mexican dolSt. Louis. Ost. 23. Lead firm 4.15. lars 45; prime paper
call money CHICKENS for sale. Inquire of L.
'
i
miles south of town.
pelter strong 6.20.
J. Lyon, 2
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Monday October 23rd

FREDERIC THOMPSON
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.
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,
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PRESENTS

IDA ST. LEON
Iii America's Greatest Success

'

.

A Real Circus bn

the Stage

Foyer, Family Grcle $2.00; Entire Parquet $1.50; Balcony $L0O; Gallery 75c

-
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I

2 '

Htirfrafd Mills

99

.:;5teo-- Underwear.
.

Buy

Merwear

That Is Good and

Fully Guaranteed By the Makers
We

are prepared with a full line of sizes and quale
ifies in bolh
and union suits to fit the entire

mar-velousl- y

two-piec-

J

-- Harvard Mills"

Opposite
Gastaneda
Hotel

wn

family. No big;, bulky feeling under your clothing if you
buy underwear from us.

i

VJ

Per Garment
20c to $3.00

.
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STORE OF QUALITY
m Mil,

E.LASVEGAS.

t

n

a

-

a

v u

Opposite
Castaneda

.

Hotel

M.M!
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AGGREGATION
OLD-TIMER-

Hammond lift
afternoon' on a short f business trip to

Drowu-Maiuanoro-

T

co.

Phone Main 3

"BRICK" CLARK AT HEAD OF THE THE LOCAL FOOTBALL PLAYERS
WILL MEET THE U. N. M. TEAM
"
"HASBEEN-NEVERSWEAT-

FOOTBALL

AT ALBUQUERQUE.

CREW.

1

A full

line of Children!. Misses, Ladies',
Boys' and Men's Uuder-wea- rsingle pieces or
union suits in plain,

and silk, cotton and silk.
in ' and price
them, whether you buy
or not.
Come

Hoffman &

Graubarth
Phone Main 104

P. S. Do not forget to
see our line of Ladies',
Hisses' ' and Children's
Coats, Suitsand Dresses
Con Dennis, Manuel Henrlquez and

,

Perry Earickson returned Saturday
night jhrom a hunting trip to La Lien- dre. t Quail in that country are plen-- '
tiful and the hunters had good duck,
each bagging his share.
The colored republican voters of
greater Las Vegas are requested to
meet tonight at the A. M. E. church
at 7:30 o'clock. P. O. Mason of Al
buquerque and other speakers will
address the meeting on lire political
iseues and all colored TOters are In
vited. Refreshments will be setred
free after the meeting.
"The
thermometer dropped low
wieugh last night to freeze up the hy-.
ww
O
'
UlDb tVl 14
hall and water in the open froze solid.
'Tie hydrant burst this morning and
he streets went without sprinkling.
So many other breaks were reported
that it was some time before a plumber eould be secured ' and the break
'
was finally repaired.
--

"

nd-tie-

retura trip.
Mrs. Amelia
Pierce, a former resof
ident
Alamogrdo. died this morning at the New Mexico Hospita tfor
the Insane. She was 60 years of age
and had long been a resident of this
state, having come here from New
York.'a number of years ago. She is
survived by three children, of whom
the oldest, Mrs. Ida Hobbick, Is a resident of Los Angeles. W. C. Dennis
unthe andertaker, will hold the body futhe
received
regarding
is
word
til

neral.
William H. Hahn, state a sent for
h Cadillac Motor company, arrived
and stop
yesterday from Santa Fe
tne new
show
to
Las
in
Vegas
ped
Jack
customers.
model to prospective
XJrarett of Santa Fe piloted him
They will
from the Capital City:
in
or
morning
the
this
evening
leave
will deliver
for Clayton where they
machine
tbe car to a purchaser. The
40 horse pow-c- r
six
cylinder,
the
of
is
without
type and can be started
with elecis
equipped
It
conking.
much
tric lamps which furnish a
arrangeand
cleaner
lighting
brighter
'
ment than yas.
.

1

FOLLOW . THE SANTA
FROM LOB ANGELES TO
KANSAS CtTY

with which yon are offered a sign
ed guarantee that it is real cotton.
There are other tuftless mattresses
but no other is guaranteed
against
becoming lumpy or bunchy in 20
years use. There are other mat- lrcsses advertised for comfort, but
the Sealy allows 60 nights trial to
prove its comfort. Yon can know
the luxuriousness of a real, hieh- grade cotton tuftless mattress only
by sleeping on a Sealy. We're

FE

coast-to-coa-

st

sole

-

size, extra fine lawn.
a unen finish fine and firm

Sheets,

81x90-inc- h

bye

at

Pillow Cases, 42xS6 inch size, extra good
value, regular price 15c.
fV
XUC
Special at....
Comforts, silkolenn covered, filled with
best batting, excellent val- ue at $3.00. Special at ... .
Blankets, wool finish blankets, in gray and
extra heavy for the
white, 66x89-inc- h,
price, $3.00 value,

rjn
140

-

--

ir)

.

fg

The "Bosse" Kitchen Cabinet

-

'

Look at them in our windows
and salesrooms at $18.00, $20.00,

Nor-mallt-

g

agents.
Bedding Specials

ll

s

$24.00

-

and $32.00.

A Dollar a week soon pays for
one of them.

d

. . s

Now For Heaters!
Our stock is simply immense.
and up. Stoves set up free.

$4.50

U?e Rosenthal

.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

.

Sterling Silver Picture Frames
- '

if i

sHi-stitut-

ir

in all sizes ami

-

r

at very

reasonable prices.

.

.

l.fil

J. TAUPERT

ROBERT
JEWELER"

OPTICIAN

0 Ser.'HK-

:.vim

'.-.'-

,
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c.imor mwtar. mechanic at the
WhaJp.n raraee. drove to Mora, and
baek this morning in record time. He
left Las Vegas at 8:30 o'clock ana
was in the garage again at 12:08.
This record breaking run will make
all the autolsts sit up and take
for none but the best drivers ca"
compete with Fowler's run. O. A.
Larrazolo was a passenger on the
'

as Cotton, but we know of no other

Francis T. Kelly, an instructor in
the Normal,
gone to Fon du lac.
October 28 is the date that has Wis., where he was called by the se
Residents of Las Vegas may have
been set for the game between the rious illness of his father. The se- the
opportunity ot seelnar one of the
Normal team and the University of nior Mr: Kelly's condition is such that
aviators v if Robert G.
will
be
on
it
and
played
;New Mexico,
the date of the return of his son is Fowler, who
Los Angeles on the
left
the Albuquerque grounds Instead of problematical.
'
nineteenth of this month, on the sec
as
anAmusement
park,
formerly
at
ond attempt to make the cross con
The local boys have been
nounced.
Ch lasso, Switzerland, Oct. 23.
tinent night,, adheres to his revised
for
over
two
practicing faithfully
Italy's official bulletin on the chol route.
..
t
i.r,
weeks for this game and it is expect- era epidemic in that country Shows a
Just
before
a
he
arose
make
showin
will
the air from'
good
ed that they
total of 247 cases with 91 deaths from Wiltshire field
he stated that he
ing. The university boys have played October 8 to October 14 inclusive.
would follow , the , main line of the
several games this year and are 11 There was a
decrease in all parts Santa Fe from Los
trained warriors. But the Normal with
Angeles to Kan
'
,
the exception of Venice.
sas City crossing the continental dicoaches are confident that their men
vide at Guam,. N. M., between Raton
will give the varsity a' hard fight
and Trinidad. ,, .
.
,
Tipton and Baker, both good coaches,
A special train carrying the intre
have been literally hammering foot-ba- HISTORIC MOUND AT MEMPHIS
Into the men and they have sevpid aviator's mother and the mechan
On Its 8ummlt D 8oto Was Received
ics who helped him repair Mb maeral trick plays that they will try on
by the Chickasaw Chief
chine after the disastrous tumble at
the team from the university. The
In 1541.
Normal backfleld is fast and should
Ely, Nev.,- will, follow- him in his
Under the lead of the residents of flight acrossi the
prove a good ground gainer. The line
country.
Is heavy and should be able to with- the southwest portion of the city,
Reports last .evening were to the
there
is
a
renewal
of
for
the
of
the
activity
opponents.
stand the attack
.of Jackson Mound Park and effect that Fowler had crossed the
The strength of the Normal boys purchase
a
small amount pf adjacent property Arizona line and was headed across
will be tested for the first time on as an addition to- the
public park sys- the desert (toward Phoenix, Ariz. It
Wednesday afternoon when they tem. People favoring the purchase was rumored that his machine was
meet the "Hasbeens and the Never- nave drawn up a petition which sets out of
order; ther rumor stating that
sweats." This team is all that ttve out why they think that the property he
crossed,
the line at an altitude of
should be purchased by the city.
name implies and will give the
These mounds have a historical 2,800 feet and was observed to dip
a run for their money.
value that is beyond calculation. Upon some thousand rffeet Later reports
the summit of one. of them, in M- n- depreciate the "idea ;.of a defect in
After an illness of several months 1541, De Soto was received
by the the machine, claiming that the dip
Ramona Margaret the
chief.
This was twenty-thre- e was made purposely to avoid a conyears before the birth of Shake. trary wind.;' The aviator has
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David M.
pror
years before
Gillespie, died this morning at 8:30 Mpeare; It was sixty-si- x
was settled; It was sev ably landed, at some out of the way
o'clock at the home of Mrs. M. R. Jamestown
as his progress is not reported.
enty-nin- e
Pilgrims place
Williams, the aunt of Mrs. Gillespie. landed at years before the Is.
Rock.
thern.
It
Plymouth
They brought the child to. Las Vegas fore, the oldest landmark in the United
The fellow who fails to rise in the
to receive medical ltreatment two states. Beneath the bluff here
during world can blame it on the law of graweeks ago from their home in Sprin the Civil war the gunboat Arkansas vitation.
.., ;
ger. Burial will take place in Sprin- was built.
a
historical landmark,
"Being such
ger at a near date. J. C. Johnsen &
it is highly important that the city
Son have charge of the arrangements.
should own and keeD sacred forever
this memorable spot." Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts is expected to pass through Las Vegas
WHAT SHE WANTED.
Wednesday on his way to his home
in Raton. Judge Roberts has been
holding court in Judge Pope's district
for several weeks, (presiding at Clovis

A football team well named the
"Hasbeens and Neversweats" has
been organized among the young men
ot Las Vegas and on Wednesday afternoon at Amusement park it will
buck up against the husky Normal
team In an attempt to wrest the laurels from that aggregation. A giant e
at the line up of the team shows its
quality and with a little practice it
should be able to clean up the best
in the state. "Brick" Clark has taken
it upon himself to organize this
mighty team and with Ernest Blood
as his able assistant they should give
the warriors of Coaches Tipton anl
Baker a run for their money.
Their object, they say, is to give
the Normal practice but they have at
the same time an eye on the chan
nlonshln of the Meadow City. Secret
practice is being held every night at
the armory In preparation for the
game, and signals and trick formations by the dozen are being hammered into the husky "Hasbeens." As
football players of old, they were
trained to the gruelling game of
through the center plays, but the new
formations are not slow in penetrot-intheir heavy crop of football hair.
Captain Clark 14 posted on the new
style of play and is doing his best to
hammer It into his pupils.
The game on Wednesday will be
called, at 3:15 o'clock sharp with Tipton and Baker as referee and umpire.
Terry McGovern has volunteered to
act as field cop and it is rumored that
if the game is going too much against
the "Hasbeens and Neversweats," he
will call time under some pretense or
other. W. C. Dennis, of the same
Moye.
J. van Houten returned to his home team, will also act as official underin Raton laBt night. Mrs. van Hou- taker for the occasion.
E. Blood, Reg Young and John
ten will remain over several days vis
are the most promising canChrisH
Mrs.
Mr.
Koogler
and
her
parents,
iting
for
didates
the back field. Captain
Wiegand.
famous
the
high school quar
Clark,
to
wont
Sena
Sheriff
Deputy
Henry
Trinidad yesterday" to bring hack terback, will fill that position, o.
John J. Haskley, the man who is ac Blood and John McGulre are out for
cused of forging several checks in the end positions. Al Yates, Gene
Lujan, Ettinger and Fisher, in all
Las Vegas Friday.
P. J. Emenaker, accompanied by probability, will fill up the line,: W.
Judge Roberts heard the trial of the
his brother, Louis Emenaker, will C. Dennis, Lee Gerard and Harry
Lynch case in which the defendant
are
most
the
promising
leave tonight for Plymouth, Ind. The
was
round guilty or murder in the
and will accompany the war
former, will return to Las Vegas in
first
for the killing of the city
degree
riors
field.
to
the
is
two
weeks.
about
heavy
Betting
Charles A. Spiess, C. W. G . Ward, on both sides and with no odds. The marshal of Roswell several months
and D. J. Leahy went to Mora yester- field was marked off Saturday and ago. The man will be hanged Deday to attend the Mora county repub will be in fine condition for the game. cember 30.
lican convention: which was held The linemen and timekeepers will be
chosen later.
Practice for tonight
there today. 1! I. ' :
Pedro A. Garcia is another of the
Tom Bolles, who, for a number of has been called on account of the
who
many
progressive republicans
years, was associated with Julius play at the opera house, but all can have found
were
error
and
in
they.
in
didates
to
Las
are requested
be at the
Graaf in the grooefy' business
have returned to the straight republi
man
Kanin
estate
real
now
a
night.
armory
Tuesday
Vegas,
can fold. Mr. Garcia says that he
sas City, is in the city vjslting old
was deceived by the progressive lead
friends.
;'.:'",'.
men
the
Las
who
are
Vegaa
Among
ers
and democrats who made false
Bias Sanchez, school superintendin Mora attending the county conven representations to, him. He expects
ent of Mora county, came in yestertion are Apolonio Sena, Charles A. to vote the straight republican tickday morning fromhis home in Wagon
:'
W '
et
Mound and left at noon for Mora to Spiess and David J. Lhy.
held
attend the county, convention
" '
there today.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mennet, who
have been in La,Vegas for the past
two weeks, left this afternoon for.
Santa Fe front where they will go to
home in
El Paso and then to their
' '
t':-I
Old Mexico.
Governor Wlllant J. Mills arrived
Saturday night from El Paso where
he attended the statehood celebra
tlon, and went to Mora yesterday
noon with a party" of republicans to
attend the Mora county convention.
C. ' W. Hill, who is running . the
Balle copper mill Is In the city for
the week. Mr. Hill Is the owner of
h vaw Cintie Hotel and he Is in
Las Vegas to help with, the improve
ments that are being made there now,
Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., and son,
Waldo, left for Kansas City this afiAmnnn for an extended visit with
Mrs. Rogers' parents, Judge and Mrs
Mr.' Rogers will Join
H. L. Waldo.
The power behind the dough must be
them the first of next month.
quick and positive in action
it must produce certain,
for
gov
W. C. McDonald, candidate
satisfactory results and yet be pure
nu wnoiesome. tv. u
com- Powder
ernor on the democratic ticket, ar
Vli
.
..
.
... i is the . scientific
i I,... r t
ff tuesc J BaRing
the
aesirawe qualities. Hundreds of thousands
rive dhere last night and spent
tt ot good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
a pleas
greater part of the day visiting
-Ior your own gake to try fk M Halving
lookfriends in the Meadow City and
rowoer at least Once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
ing over the political situation. He
XOUr BTOCer will rotnr ..,... it
jaws.
.ra
was treated royally by his democratnot pleased. It will solve your bake-da- v
2T
oroblems.
around
him
la friends, who showed
How to get the Cook's Book Free
the city. Mr. McDonald was their
The KC Coot's Boot,
guest during his May In Las Vegas
containing 90 tested,
eastlv-mad- e
Mr. McDonald is on his campaign
c..
the
colored
of
receipt
certificate pacted in the2S-cetour. He left this afternoon for WagSend it todav
on Mound where he will -- ddress the
a
democrats tonight From there he
will drive cross country to Mora to
morrow returning to Las Vegas Wednesday afternoon to epeak at the
opera house in the evening. W. R.
McGlll democratic candidate for at
AT SCHAEFER'S DRUG STORE
torney general, came to Las Vegas
and went to
with Mr. McDonald
AND GET A BOX OF
0
Wagon Mound with him this afterNE
neon.
OH ISO Y
'

wool, wool

There are other mattresses sold

LAS VEGAS

,

:

1?

fleecelined,

the popular
head waitress at the Castaneda ho
tel,- has returned from Albuquerque
where she spent several days,
the force at the Alvarado during the fair.
WILL

SATURDAY

FORMED

after-ernoo-

preriptlon.

mm drug

lft yesterday afternoon for Santa Fei
D. J, Chapman of Trinidad wus in
s
VKi8 Saturday afternoon and
yesterday on business,
n
Harry Goldfish left yesterday
for a visit to Santa Fe. He
expects to return Thursday.
John Zimmerman, the civil engi
neer, went to Chapelle this afternoon
to look after his mica min
A. M. Horn, the contractor on the
Elks' building, returned yesterday
from a short business trip lo Raton.
Paul McCormlck,
a - prominent
man
of
Chmarlto, ; a well
sheep
known democrat, arrived this morning.
Fells Martinez, democratic boss j
New Mexico, a resident of El Paso,
was in Las Vegas yesterday on busiJ
ness.
;
Charles Kelirman, a representative
of the Ous Langdonber hat house ot
St Louis, was in Las Vegas today on
1
business.
f
Hiss Marie Baca and her sister,-MisAurelia, went to . Santa Fe yesterday afternoon on a short;' visit
with friends.
Secretary of State Nathan Jaffa arrived Saturday night and was in Las
Vegas yesterday on business. He returned to Santa Fe last night.
Mrs. V. K. Jones, accompanied by
her sister, Miss Jessie Williams, left
yesterday afternoon for a short visit
to their former home in Denver.
B. Smith, representative of the
Walter Baker Chocolate company, of
Chicago, was In Las Vegas today visiting the trade.
Mrs. A. D. Wed dick, wife of th
president of the Citizens' State bank
of Cimarron, Kan., Is in Las Vegas
visiting her daughter, Mrs. George
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Mr. and Mrs. .Charles Ilfeld are
expected (o return tonight from Albuquerque where they have been
spending several days visiting ,

Y
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The Evangelist My mission la life
Is to save young men.
Old Girl on Back Bench Then save
one for me,
a

i w'.io
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Miss Anne B. Shick died laet night
at the New Mexico, hospital for the
inaana and her body Is being held- by
the officials until dalmed by eoine
friend or relative. Mist? Stuck has
numbeen a resident of Las Vegas
ber of year- - and will be remembered as one of the old timers in the
Meadow City.
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IDLE MONEY
'

is of advantage to no one. Besides it is often
'directed toward pleasure's pursuit, and then is
lost forever.
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MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK
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Estray Advertisement
Notice In nereoy given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
One blue roan horse, 10
or 12 years, 800 lbs, 13 hands.
fcf"""!l
'
Branded
n pi
IT V
On right hip
L A
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to una
Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
before Nov. 9, 1911, Bald date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
ADVE
ATER FOR CLASSIFIED
CATTLE S A NIT ART BOARD.
riSEMENTS
Albuquerque, N. M.
st. pub. Oct. 19, last pub. Oct. 30, '11.
Five cents per lint each Insertion
tlmat six ordinary words to
Estray Advertisement
line. No ad to occupy less space than
Notice is nereby given to whom It
two lines. All advertisements charged will be booked at space actually may concern tnat the following de
et. without regard to number of scribed estray animal was taken up by
Mr. Newwed I shall never, never
R. Dunagan, Animas, N. M.
words Cash In advance preferred.
love another woman, as I love you.
One black horse, 4 years.
Mrs. Newwed I should hope not
13
hands.
700
lbs.,
Mr. Newwed You needn't to get
Branded
so sore about it. I guess I could If
I wanted to.
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
SHE SUED HIM FOR $10,000.
Said animal being unknown to uus
Board, unloss claimed by owner on or
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
after last appearance of this ad
days
Oomc
Number, Main Z
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner woen found.

OLD FASHIONED BARBER BEST

AFTER THE HONEYMOON.

X5he

jWriter Object Strenuously to the
Tonsorlal Artist" With Hit Atrocious Clothes and Talk.
Scarce a man living but at times
and picturing
what be might do if he had wealth.
Many far too many! aspire to something that may contribute to the
headlines. Here and there
la one who merely inclines toward
isome modest benefaction. For our own
tart, suddenly finding ourself rich, we
khould like to devote much of It to
artists"
eliminating the "tonsorlal
field of barberdom;
trom the
the tares from the wheat as it

Optic

To-wi- t:
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nn

'

drifts Into dreaming

rr?

23, 1911.

days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
y this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub.

Oct

19,

last

pub.

Oct 30,

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND
8rtORT ORDERS AND REGULaH DINNERS
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SOCIETY AND

A

To-wi- t:

old,
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BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by CHAPMAN
v. J. Caasldy. Jr.. Mora. N. M.
One red heifer, 2 years.

COLUMN

.

.

THE

CAFE

600 lbs.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuest'.iy evening' of each
A. M. Regular comVisiting
u.o. uh afO. ii- C- - hall.
munication first and
biclhtrs are tordially invited. Geo
third Thursday in each
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
month. Visiting broth-

Branded
'
.
t ondcn, Secretary.
On left ribs.
ers cordially 'invited.
Said animal belnz unknown t.. n.i. William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
(were.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Sporleder, Secretary.
afoerore
Nov.
artist"
"tonsorlal
..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
The average
9, 1911, said date being 10
fects the most atrocious neckwear;
daya after .last appearance of this ad LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Ttursday in O. it. C. hall. Pioneer
Jonn a millionaire's vest with a
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Visiting members are corbuilding.
TEMPLAR
KNIGHTS
Reby this Board for tha benefit of the
trousers, and puts popular
W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
'.nvlte,i.
iular conclave second Tues-V- - dially
oilier when found.
ideas of garb all at points. He talks
gis'
F. S.
P.
ilackel.
E.
'.
hair
ATTLE
and
SANITARY
BOARD.
glibly of scandal, horse races
day in each month at Ma
M
AlbuouorouA
N.
restorer and eventually drives many
D.
1st. pub. Oct 19. laat nuh. rw ..an Ml sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
a man. to whiskers who is perfectly
S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Boucher,
cane and normal otherwise. There
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
are too many of him!
Estray Advertisement
love at the Frateirnal Brotherhood
Notice is hereby given to whom It
On the other hand the old fashioned
hall, on the second and fourth Fri
NO
3,
"barber" knows his financial, mental
may concern that the following de LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
day of each month ai S p. ra. C. Clay
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
land artistic limitations. He seldom
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitthe
convocation first Monday
reels better acquainted with you
Alberto
welM.
TruJUlo,
N.
Enclno,
ing neighbors are especially
(second time over than be did the first.
In each month at MaOne horse colt, 2 years
invited.
want
come
and
what
you
know
cordially
assumes
you
)He
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
old, 19 hands.
etter than he does and rarely forces
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
Branded
piis 'extras." Mostly he Is a good
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
tradesman, cleanly and careful in his
On left hip
secretary.
(work. One of his stripe puts greater
Said animal being unknown to uus
icrimp In the safety razor business
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Board,
unless clalmei by owner on or RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Bless
than all the "artists" combined.
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
Dentist
him, there is not enough of html
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
liuUiiins. Has plioue
Crockett
Suit
4,
Buffalo News.
days after last appearance of tbia ad
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
office and residence.
at
Albuquerque, N. M vertisement, said estray will be sold
WANTED
Names of all socialists in
B.
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas
New Mexico, not members of locals, lBt pub. Oct 19, last pub. Oct. 30, '11. by this Board for the benefit of the
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. MinerPOLITENESS OUT OF PLACE
owner when found.
whether due paying or not, so so
A lTolt.N hV?
va A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
CATTLE 8ANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
cialist ballots can be sent them. Ad
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Old Lawyer Old Not Want His Client
Notice is hereby given to whom it
dress T. O. Rivera, socialist nom
Albuquerque, N. M.
to Think He Could Get
HUNKER & HUNKER
inee for governor, Chamita, N. M, may concern that the following de 1st. pub. Oct 19, last pub. Oct 30, '11, EL DORADO LODGE
Free Advice.
1,
NO.
Chester A. Hunker
Geo. H. Hunker
scribed estray animal was taken up by
PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
at Law.
Attorneys
"
VANTED Window decorator
Politeness Is politeness, but busand J. D. Montoya, Dixon, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
every Monday eve- Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
11
mare
of
One
the
yrs,
One
Notice
is
Is
red bay
Just business.
iness
hereby given to whom it
card writer for dry goods store,
Hall.
Castle
in
ning
to
clerks of the supreme court tried
may concern that the following de
must be competent to take charge 400 lbs.. 4 ft. 5 in.
Visiting Knights are
combine the two the other day, but
scribed estray anlmaj was taken up by
Branded
MASSAGE
of
the
dress
and
silk
goods
depart
invited,
cordially
hereafter he is going to attend strictS. Hately. Silver City. N. M
J.
On right shoulder
a
stock
and
salesman
ment,
E.
Liebsch
good
to
Chas.
anxious
was
He
to
business.
ly
Tc-w-it:
One bay horse, 9 years,
Jlggson My brotner is a very un
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
sranaea
keeper. Weinman and Lewinson
ii
nler, Cha n c e 1 1 o r
destroy the common belief of many fortunate
man
letters.
of
M
850
lba.
.
Masseuse and Midwife.
N. M.
On
left
Commander.
Albuquerque,
persons who visit the New York counhip
Harry
WIggson I didn't know that he was
is
621
little
courthouse
that
courtesy
Branded
ty
Said animal being unknown to this
Martin, Keeper of Phone, purple
inclined.
shown by the attaches to those seek- literarlly
Lincoln.
918
Residence
On
on
or
em
owner
or
IGHER
CLASS
claimed
unless
and
left
better
Jiggson-rNeith- er
shoulder
Seal
by
and
Records
Board,
he is; but he
right
paying
ing information. The clerk was stand- wrote several letters that lost him
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
ployment than that of representing before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
Branded
ing in the corridor on the second floor a breach of promise case.
not
a
is
ad
of
this
last
after
leading nursery company
appearance
days
when two men came along' one of
On left hip
NO
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
to be had. If you are ambitious to vertisement, said estray will be sold
them gray haired. The younger one
Said animal being unknown to this
102 Meets every Monday night at
better
opporthe
of
the Hoard,
your condition,
asked the elder the way out of the
DODGING THE NEIGHBORS.
Remedy (Liquid)
by tbls Board for the benefit
unless claimed by owner on or
their hall in the Schmidt building, is aFoley's Kidney
medicine of proven value
tunlty lies before you in entering owner when found.
building. The clerk heard the query
great
at
ueiore
of
inov.
y,
Fountain
west
Bald date being 10
eight for both acute and chronic ' kidney
Square,
our employ. Salem Nursery Com
and at once told the questioner sev-r"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
A
aays alter last appearance of this ad
o'clock. Visiting members are cor and bladder ailments. It is especial
ways be could get out. The older
M
Oregon.
Salem,
pany,
N.
Albuquerque,
man turned on the clerk with the invertlsenient, said
will be sold
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- ly recommended to elderly people for
1st. pub.vOct 19, last pub. Oct 30, '11 by this Board tor estray
junction to mind his own business,
the
benefit
of the
dent; Mrs Emma D. Burks, Secre- its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
; (..ling that he had been In the bulld- owner when found.
qualities, and the permanent relief
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
"i!.- - before
O. G.
tho clerk was born and
Estray Advertisement
and comfort it gives them.
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
iild himself answer his companion.
t
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Schaefer
Notice is hereby given to whom It
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
FOR SALE Two good medium size
Albuquerque, N. M,
V little later the old man looked up',
'
may concert that the following de
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
i
clerk and apologized, explaining!
heaters, price $3.60 and $2.25, 624 scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st puib. Oct 19, last pub. Oct. 30, '11
After exposure, and when you feel
ur.t the man who wanted to knov
-Tuesday of the month in the vestry cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
Grandr
w
"Tr cV'ari
i .1 v to get out or We 'building was
i:iiri nn n ii u
law 'firri iiiiiitiii
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 a n
Estray Advertisement
l.i-.Tho
no substitute.
One gray mare, 12 years.
Use
client and that he did not want
relieves.
are
brothers
m.
Is
o'clock
Notice
p.
Visiting
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
hereby given to whom It
a
in
him to get the idea that he could re-- ,
always.
yellow
package
Branded
genuine
Isaac Appel, O. G.
may concern that the following de
cordially invited.
scriptions. Notary seals and recSchaefer and Red Cross Drug
celve free advice. "If he gets that)
On left shoulder
scribed estray animal was taken up by
President; Charles Greenclay Sec Co.
ords at The Optic office.
notion," said the old practitioner, "I'll
to
this Juan Trujillo, Dwyer, n. M.
Said animal being unknown
;
retary.
lose him as a client."
Board, unless claimed by' owner on or
Don't trifle with a cold is good adune soirei mare, 8 years
vice
for prudent men and women. It
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10 800 lbs.,
Men
NO.
Red
4,
RED CLOUD TRIBE
be Vital in case of a child.
may
Drilling With Diamonds.
ad
last
this
after
of
appearance
days
.Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood There is nothing better than ChamA diamond bit for rock drilling lsj
FOR RENT One bedroom and three vertisement, said estray will be sold
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David berlain's Cough Remedy for coughs
quite an expensive article. Its Value,
housekeeping rooms. 921 Lincoln. by this Board for the benefit of the
:
animal
to
beirig
paid
uj.licown
Flint chief of records and collector and colds in children. It is safe and
however, will undergo fluctuations, de'
owner when fcwfti.
sale by all druggists.
"e Board, unless claimed by owner on or of
wampum. Visiting brother al sure. For
pendent upon the price of the diaFOR RENT A new modern five room
OATTM tiAfnjt&? JP0AKD.
monds. Perhaps $800 is a fair value
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
wyas welcome.
brick cottage. Inquire 903 Third St.
.A Medicine That Gives Confidence.
for a bit. The diamond used is exAlbuquerque, N. M.
days after last appearance of this adIs Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
1st. pub. Oct 19, last .pub. Oct 30, '11, vertisement, said
ceedingly hard harder than those
estray will be sold
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms.
0. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 522 Kansas
usually used as jewelry. .Their carat
by this Board for the benefit of the
Columbus, Kas., writes: "For a
Husband
There
is
the
is
say,
left;
1.
considerable,
averaging,
nothing
Meets every Monday evenjntf at Ave.,
price
singlo or in suite for light houseEstray Advertisement
number of years my children have
owner
when
found.
wolf
will
soon
be
door.
at
'
the
used
a
diamonds
carat.
will
The
$60
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
their ha'l on sma street, aii visit been subject to coughs and colds. I
keeping, all modern conveniences,
Wife I hope he will know enough
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
weigh from one to two carats, so that
concern .that the following demay
1034
used Foley's Honey and Tar Comstreet
splendid
ing brethren cordially invited to
location,
Eighth
Albuquerque,' N. M.
eight have a value ranging from $480 to go to the back one.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
N. G.; A. T. Ro pound and found that it cured their
Wertz.
Carl
108.
Main
Phone
to $!iC0, on the average. The loss of
W. N. Pieck, Oro Grande, N. M.
IbL pub. Oct. 19, last. pub. Oct. 30, '11.
and colds, so I kept It in the
gers, V. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary coughs
ia bit. means so many diamonds gone
house all the time." Refuse substiOne gray mare, 10 or 11
HIS
EXCUSE.
Hedg-cock- ,
C.
V.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
W. E. Crites, treasurer;
and may lead to difficulty with the
tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
years, 14 hands.
Estray Advertisement
hole. The diamond is not tough, but
Co.
with bath In connection, In good
cemetery trustee..
Drug
la
Notice
It
to
whom
hereby
given
Branded
i
brittle. It will withstand
heavy
deconcern
private family. First class board
that
the
may
'
On left jaw
J scribed estray animal wasfollowing
pressure If applied evenly and with
taken up by
in house if wished at very reasonBranded
out shock. It can readily be seen that
M. N. . Winters, Raton, N. M.
rates.
able
care
of
M,
l
Optic
On left hip
drilling through seamy rock may be
One black horse,' 10 to 12
,
eod4w.
come quite unfavorable. .If there is
Said
animal
to
unknown
uut years, 850 lbs., 13 hands.
being
much quartz present the abrasion may
Board, unless claimed by owner op or
'
Branded
become excessive. Under ordinary
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
O
On left hip
conditions, however, the wear on the
days after last appearance of this ad
Raid animal being unknown to this
diamonds, while considerable, is by
vertlsement, said estray will be sold Roard. unless claimed
no means prohibitive. Cassier's Mag
by owner on or
BOKARA DIAMONDS Agents every by this Board for the benefit of the
"
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10
azine.
owner
found.
when
where , wear and sell our famous
TATTLE SANITARY
days after last appearance o. this adBOARD.
Bokara Diamonds; write for samvertisement said estray will be sold
N M
Albuquerque,
Read and Reflect,
ple offer and catalog free. North- 1st. pub. Oct. 19, last pub. Oct. 30. '11. by this Board for the benefit of the
,
owner when found.
western Jewelry Co., 1123 Wilson
If the reader, says the Providence
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Journal, after perusing the following
Ave., Chicago.
PHONE MAIN 227
Estray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M'.
description of the probable mode of
Notice Is hereby given to whom it 1st. pub. Oct. 19,
last pub. Oct. 30, '11.
the formation of the earth, given by an
demay concern that the
It's the unexpected that always hap- scribed estray animal wasfollowing
"English scientific writer in a new vol
talten up by
ume, does not understand the process,
pens, except when a man makes u E. C. Hays, Estancla. N. M. '
Foley Kidney Pills
Tc-whe had better leave this "internal
fool of himself over a woman.
One male mul, 3 years, James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat"
Mrs. Hobson I can't use this milk.
spherical vacuity," and go where big
600 lbs., 12
hands high.
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
ger words are used: "A formal idea It's most all water.
32
Branded
A girl isn't necessarily angelic be
career as a cowboy, and Is at present
Milkman Well, I guess, ma'am, my
f the heaven and earth may be obOn
left
cause
is
she
of
hip
mayor
flighty.
Omaha, and' has the followtained by imagining the heaven as at son gave the cows a drink before he
Sheriff of Dawes Co.
Said animal being unknown to Uiis ing record:
IRrst an effluviant generation from
milked them, ma'am.
Roard. unless claimed by owner on rt Neb., three terms; mayoi of Chadron,
xnonocentral point, occupying, or cre
before Nov. 9, 1911, said date toeing 10 two terms; democratic national comating and oeeupyirg space; the earth,.
SHE IS BUSY
eight years; mayor of
or end of such gener&t-s the
daye after last appearance of this ad mitteeman,
Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candirelaxasaid
the
with
sold
will
vertisement,
be
gradual
action,
estray
Ing
date for governor of Nebraska. Writby this Roard for the benefit of the
tlon of central tension and abnegation
ing to Foley and Co., Chicago, he
when
found.
(itiBr
of such center, the consequence being
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
"ATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD
Pills and they have given me a great
the formation of a huge internal spher
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
ical vacuity, termed in the Genetic rec
1st. pub. OcL 19, last pub. Oct. 30, 11. deal of relief so I cheerfully recommend them." Yours truly,
ord 'earth.'"
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonjr all
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
(Signed)
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug
.Estray Advertisement
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
Notice ia hereby given to whom it Co.
Importance Recognized.
' "Do you think that man fully appreThat property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somethat, the following demay
If a man hasn't, any sense some
ciates the Importance of the office to
was
scribed
animal
taken
one
who reads the ads. inj this newspaper and would never
estray
up by
woman Is sure to think he Is
wbich we have elected him?" said one
l.
Sarah Pacheco, Guadaluplta, N. M.
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
constituent.
I
One
and
white
red
cow,
other.
the
"I guess he does," replied
Otherswho read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
3 years, old., about 600 lbs., 4 feet
-The first thing he did was to say it
vs.
a
Foley's
Hopeless
Kidney plls
Branded
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
ought to command a larger salary."
Case
used
On
left hip
machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "1
PILLS
CHICHESTER
'
had a severe case of kidney trouble
musical instruments.
and
sort,
Power.
Amk roar tnriM far a
Ixlirt
rXT7N
and
could
not
case
and
new
work
won
LV
my
Ear mark
"What has become of the
fin
"Water power if coming to play
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
I'llta Id kr4 ad Void
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
VSV J boe,
few
we heard so much about
setlcd wita Blue Ribtion.
st great part in the industries of this an'
v
Tai.
ether.
of
ronr
Said animal being unknown to tils Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
VI
Buy
Tl
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
'
agoT"
years
possible
rlL
f
country."
DIAMOND IIU.AND PILL8, for ft
toard. unless claimed by owner on or I have never been bothered since. 1
'
"Busy making clothes for her grand'
markets!
best
yau known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable)
"Yes," replied Mr. Ara Grett, "esperecommend it" O. Q. Schaef.
;
I guess."
Nov. 9, 1911, said date being 10 always
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EXPORT

GOODS

MUST BE MARKED

.PROPERLY
i

!

SHE DEPARTMENT

fti

AND

ISfjM

LABOR
.

3

OF COMMERCE
HAS ISSUED

NEW RULES

argo or the parts thereof shipped by
them, respectively, which manifests
shall specify the Winds and quantities
1 y
Iter-.- , icsneet-ively- ,
of articles sMp.-ie- l
the value of the to it I quantity
of each kind and the foreign country in which such cargo is truly intended to be landed. The manifests
shall be verified by the oath of the
person by whom they are respective
ly made and subscribed."
"The merchandise must be described in siecific and not In general
terms. Such designations as 'fruit,'
'provisions,' 'groceries,' 'meats," 'canned goods,' 'hardware,' 'machinery,'
etc., or any other general term must
not be used. The quantities in all
casee where practicable must be spe
cified."
.

Exporters, manufacturers
prepar
ing material for exportation, and
transportation
companies , carrying
merchandise of this character will be
interested in a circular just issued by
the bureau of statistics, department
"Agents of steamship's, transporta
of commerce and labor. It calls the tion
companies, and others at points
attention of persons forwarding mer- of shipment on rhe seaboard to whom
chandise from the Interior for expor- Is consigned merchandise on through
tation at the seaboard or border ports bills of lading, or otherwise from into the Importance of accompanying terior
ports for export, should require
he same with a proper and detailed the owner or shipper at the interior
The official "export or initial point of shipment to accomescriptlon.
manifest" supplied to the collector of pany the merchandise with a'llst
customs by the export agent or other thereof or transmit by mail such list
person at the port at which the mer- to the consignee or agent who is to
chandise leaves the country is neces- clear the merchandise at the seasarily the sole reliance of the col board port for his information la
lector of customs for the description
preparing a proper manifest for the
wblcb'he forwards to the bureau of clearance of the goods. This list will
statistics, and upon which that bu- show the kinds, quantities, values,
reau ' must base the information and country of ultimate destination
which it gives to the public regard- of the articles."
ing the character of merchandise exPersons desiring a copy or copies
ported. Thousands of copies of this
of
the circular above described may
circular are being distributed to exobtain
it free of charge by applicaof
them
porters, a large proportion
to
tion
the bureau of statistics debeing forwarded by the transportaof commerce and labor.
partment
tion companies and export agents. It
la the desire of the bureau of statistics that all persons engaged in or
contemplating (entering tine export
trade should carefully study and comply with the law and regulations governing the description of exports. The
;
importance of a thorough understandCOMPOUND
ing of this subject is illustrated by For over hrt o decades a favorite
the following extracts from the laws h ouseh aid rr. y. zl. w
for C O U G H o,
and regulations quoted by the cir- COLDS, CK- ;
WHOOPING
cular letter in question:
-'- Vvci-rns,
cough.
"Before a clearance shall be grant- atulSTUH--HH ATH 'NO. Take
'
ed for any vessel bound to a foreign at first "i
V, ?afe
..
'.
place (or
territory of and reliaL
i He Be; Htv- the
the United States) the collector of carton a tns mark oi the
t
instoms shall require the owners, Refuse sustitutes.
O. G. SCHAEFER
ihippers, or consignors of the cargo
Red Cross Drug Co.
to deliver to him manifests of the

FOLEY'S

TAR

HONEY

,

1

'

hard

r
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which all the members are deepl interested and upon which many el
them are highly erudite.
The quarters are, of course, furnished "with the most expensive art
works and appointments, and every
modern convenience for lelsuro and
comfort Is provided. A part ot the
floor below the main club quarters
has been reserved for wives of the
members and some of the richest maUP trons In New York lunched there yesNEW YORK CITY CLUB
terday. More than 200 members took
OF MEN WHOSE FORTUNES
their mid-dameal on the floor above.
REACH EIGHT FIGURES.

s IILLIONAIRESARE
LONESOME

THIS GANG

y

Oct 23. It is not neces
sary to be a millionaire to join the
Recess club, which opened, for the
first time yesterday in its handsome
New York,

floor of
quarters on the twenty-firs- t
the Knickerbocker Trust building,
No. 60 Broadway, but a mere millionaire would find himself as solitary as
the man in the latest popular song,
.
who declares:
"When I'm alone I'm lonesome."
There are more than 3,000 millionaires in New York City, but there
are only 250 members of the Recess
club, and the humblest of these estimates his wealth in at least eight figures. In addition to the 250 on the
rolls of the club there are 140 on the
waiting list The membership committee in the mean time Is said to
be looking up their rating!
of the club do not speThe
state
that to possess many
cifically
millions is a necessary qualification
for membership, but it is generally
mnderstood in the financial district
that smaller millionaires are riot
wanted.
At the top of the list are such mem
bers as J. Pierpont Morgan, Cornelius Vanderbllt, Charles M. Schwab,
Jacob H. Schiff and Otto H. Kahn.
The list tapers down to such comparatively lnsigniflcent personages as
have a paltry $10,000,000 each.
The main, object of the club, however anamolous it may be, is to pro
vide a restful place where members
may forget their money and the
worry it entails. There is not ev-?- a
stock ' ticker where they can follow
the daily fluctuations of the wealth.
It is understood that such sublects as
speculation and business are not to
be discussed.
meni. the
Aside from the mid-datopics most encouraged are art, literature and science, subjects in
by-la-

y

BREAKS UP A COLD
AND CURES GRIPPE
,

Most Severe Cold and Grippe Misery
Relieved in a Few Hours.
r

You can surely

23,

"VfcN

1911.

the first Important stopping place on
his Minnesota itinerary. In Minneapolis and St. Paul also the democrats
are expected to take part In the reception and entertainment of the distinguished visitor.
The presidential special train is
due to rrlve at Mankato at 10:30
tomorrow morning. Four hours will
be spent in that city and during that
time the president is expected to deliver a public address, attend a luncheon given by the commercial organizations and afterward take an automobile ride about the city.
The presidential party will leave
Mankato at 2:30 In the afternoon and
Is due to arrive in Minneapolis at
Between Man7.35 in the evening.
kato and Minneapolis brief stops will
be made at Fairbault and several other places.
Upon the arrival In Minneapolis
five Infantry companies of the Minnesota national guard and several
other military organizations will
the president from the union
station to the Auditorium, where he
is to deliver an address. The entire
line of march,, over a mile. in length,
will be brilliantly illuminated, and
places of business all along the way
will be lavishly decorated. Governor1
Eberhart, Senator Clapp and other
prominent men of Minnesota will occupy seats on the platform at the
Auditorium.
The president will spend the night
at the Radisson Hotel and the following morning will go to St Paul. Features of the St. Paul program will
be an address before the faculty and
students of the ' University of Minnesota, a luncheon given by the
Young Men's Republican club, a public reception in the afternoon and an
automobile tour of the city.

end Grippe and
break up the most severe cold .either
in head, chest, back, ' stomach or
limbs, by taking a dose of Pape's Cold
Compound every two hours until
three consecutive dose are taken.
It promptly relieves the most mis
erable headache, dullness, head and
nose stuffed up, feverishness, sneezing, sore throat, mucous, catarrhal
discharges, running of the nose, sore
ness, stiffness and rheumatic twinges.
Take this harmless Compound as
directed, . without Interference with
your usual duties and with the knowledge that there Is so other medicine
made anywhere else i& the, world,
which will cure your cold or ,end
Grippe misery as promptly and with
out any other assistance or bad aftereffects as a
package of Pape's
Cold Compound, which anv druggist
in the world can supply.
Pape's Cold Compound is the result
of three years' research at a cost of
more than fifty thousand dollars, and
contains no quinine, which we have
conclusively demonstrated is not efFLORIDA LAUNDRYMEN.
fective in the treatment of colds or
Tampa, Fla., Oct. 23. Members of
grippe.
the Florida Laundrymen's association
gathered in Tampa today to transact
MINNESOTA WELCOMES TAFT
business 'of their annual meeting
the
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 23. Min and to discuss
plans for a new ornesota is preparing a cordial welcome
will embrace ii its
that
and elaborate entertainment in hon ganization
the
membership
laundrymen of the
or of President Taft, who will arrive
entire south. President E. S. Payne
in the state tomorrow for a stay of
of Jacksonville presided at the Initial
two days. Factional politics Will be
session at the De Soto hotel today.
as
as
much
eliminated
possible.
Prominent democrats as well as leadiFame Is often acquired by men who
of the state have
ng- republicans
been invited to meet the president are highly esteemed by those who
tomorrow at Mankato, which will be don't know them very well. '
es-co- rt

25-ce- nt

"PURITY" THEIR THEME.
Q., Oct. 23. The slx'.h
international purity congress, under
the auspices of the American Purlt
Federation, was Informally) opened
here today with the arrival of numerous delegates and the meeting of
committees preliminary to the beginning of the 'general sessions. Th
congress will continue in session
through the greater part ot the week.
Every phrase of moral and social
questions will be presented and
including the white ilav
traffic, law enforcement needed legislation, sex hygiene problems, suppression of vice, and rescue hon.ee
and methods.
Social reformers from many parts
ot the United States and Canada are
present as delegates, most of them
with papers upon various subjects,
which they will read during the sessions. Amongi these are Anthony
Comstock of New York Arthur B.
Farwell of Chicago, Rev. Wilbur F.
Grafts of "Washington, D. , Harry B.
Moore ot Seattle, Rev Dr. Gordon of
Winnipeg, Mrs. Waller Barrett ot
Washington, D. C. Bishop John W.
Hamilton of Boston, Rev. T. Albert
Moore of Toronto, Rev. Madison C.
Peters of Brooklyn, George L. Sebon
of Louisville, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Gran-nl- s
of New York, Dr.' Emma F. A.
Drake of Denver, and Mrs. t Lulu
Shepard of Salt Lake City.
Columbus,

C--

CONFERENCE OF UNITARIANS

Oct 23. More than
the Unitarian church,
including scores of prominent diWashington,

1,500 leaders of

vines, gathered in Washington loday
for- the twenty-fourt-h
national conference of Unitarian and other Christian churches. The conference was
formally opened In All Souls' church
this morning with a sermon by Rev.
James De Normandie.
Tomorrow morning the first

ar session of the conference

regul-

will be

held In Memorial Continental hall,
at which President Horace Davis of
San Francisco will preside. Reports
will be presented, from the American
Unitarian association, the Unitarian
Sunday School society, the National
Alliance of Unitarian
the
women,
Unitarian Temperance
society, the
Unitarian Laymen's league, and the
Young People's Religious union.

COTTON CONFERENCE.
Dallas, Texas. Oct. 23j The

de
cline in the price of cotton and the
adoption of some concerted action
that will cause a betterment of mar
ket conditions are being considered
at an important conference that as
sembled In tills city today In response to an invitation sent out by
Governor Colquitt All of the cotton- growing states are represented at the
conference, either by their governors,
or by delegates appointed to represent them. '
Many an emotional actress sheds
real tears, especially if her play is a
failure.

NATURE'S CURE FOR

CHRONIC ULCERS
Only by removing the cause can
any chronic Ulcer or Old Sore be
cured. , No one will question the

truthfulness of this statement. The
cause is always from an inward
source, never an oatwward influence, and therefore the only possible way to get rid of these places is
to take internal treatment. Pare
blood is the one unfailing cure for
chronic ulcers; just as long as the
circulation is allowed to remain in
an impure condition the place will
be kept open from the constant discharge of impurities into it from
the blood.
But pure blood will
change this condition and the flesh
tissues will be nourished and made
healthy, and then nature will
promptly and permanently heal the
ulcer.
S. S. S. is recognized as
the greatest of all blood purifiers
and therein lies its power to cure
old ulcers and sores. It goes into-thcirculation, and removes every
trace of impurity or infectious matter, and so enriches this rife fluid
that it nourishes all flesh tissues instead of irritating them with impurities.
When S. S. S. has cleansed
the blood and the place has healed
over it is not a surface cure, but thfe
entire nicer is filled in' with healthy-flesh- .
Book and medical advice free.
6. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Co.

I
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THIS' IS TME BUSIESn

lUiE' d.F- THE VEOB

as well as the entire country. If you would be
you must keep pace
with the busy world. You can do this by reading the LAS VEGAS DAILY
In its columns you can read all about state and national politics, the
OPTIC.
doings in foreign lands and interesting events, in the world of sport. THE
OPTIC endeavors to get for its readers over its leased wire the news of the:
outside world. Through its local staff it keeps the people informed of what's
going on at home. If you are not a subscriber get your name on the subscrip- -,
tion books tonight. Phone Main a.
e
?
X
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iota Job 'Printing DdportrnGn
and skilled

is well equipped with the latest styles of type, the best machinery
workmen to turn out job work in a manner that is sure to please you. A trial
order will convince you of the superior class of job work done at this office.
1
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MAJESTIC COOKING EXHIBIT

j

Notice Dr. W. A. Smith, dentist la
Mora and will make trips there

It's not a particularly attractive name and doesn't

monthly.'

seem to mean anything in particular but its what
a St, Joseph, Mo., manufacturer has-ee6t to
attach to one of the finet qualities of -

Home cooking and cleanlins8 are
the reasona for tho White Kitchen's
popularity.

--

n

-

4

Byronip

TaCpOQ'

we have ever handled and we believe a trial of itr
will make you of the same opinion. It's a medium
heavy, clear, pale amber and has none of the
"sting" that attaches to so many otherwise pal
atable syrups. Price 45c, 80c,
'
Xfi
L.Mt
auarts. halves and eallon cans
:

.
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Coal, all
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CoalSawed

Wood

and Kindling

Q QUO ON

Mr. and Mrs. Burt Kelly have

their furniture from Denver
and have gone to housekeeping in a
flat over the Wells Fargo office.
The ladies guild of St Paul's Mem
orial Episcopal church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. A. H. Whitmore,
825 Seventh street.
The latest issue of the Mountain
State Telephone and Telegraph company's directory has been distributed.
This edition includes all names entered Up to September 20.

ESTABLISHED I87

The

'

First National Bank

Home' at a Bargain Haiiv4y's
6" acres,
place on the boulevard;
4 Mi under
ditch good comfortable
house, all kinds outbuildings only
$220 half cash.
Schoonmaker.
There will be a meetingi of the
Ladies' Aid of the Methodist church
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the parsonage. All members of the
Aid are requested to' be present

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

Sktt, Street

The W. C. T. U. will meet tomor
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the

President
Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLHS,
RAY&OLDS,
Cashier
As't
HALLETT

Christian

JEFFERSOAAfNOLDS,
-

-

The election f
a full attend
the society la

church.

desired.

General Bankir.g Business transacted.
Interest paid Ion Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic if nd Foreign Exchange.

The Greater Las Vegas band gave

a concert yesterday afternoon at the
asylum. On Its return It played sev-

oaroersnop.

God-fathe-

that ALL Las
ladies
Vegas
give us their
names and addresses by
phone, mail or in person,'
that we may have .mailed
to each, direct from the
publishers one of Walter
Baker & Co's. Recipe
books of chocolate and cocoa recipes by Mrs. Parloa
and homemade candy recipes by Mrs. Janet M
Kenziehill.
v
Something you will all ap,
preciate.

P. D., M'ELROY,
MANUEL MARTINEZ,
W. J. LUCAS,
D. W. CONDON,
GREGORIO ALARI3.

The Clothes
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Phone Main 131

.
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Given Away

Why bother with them? We
will' do these satisfactorily,
quickly and cheaply,
A few cents a pieceIs the
':

I

.

3. II. STEARNS

;

Las Vegas Steam

GROCER.

Laundry

FREE

ou,

i
cot

Douglas'

FLOWER POTS

o

'

617

Chase

!&

Sanborn's Famous Coifees

The Graaf

with each $1.00
Cash Purchase

one useful Glass
Dish

i

& Hay ward Co.
1

(

Store
"(

-

t

ia;

I

6&ort,
M

W. W m

Assortment in north window

at

BOUCHER'S

"

medium

tail

W
tcKKY UmUIS
aa

(from October 15th, 1911)

7 inch Pots 25c each
S inch Pots 35c each
10 inch Pots 50c each
12 inch Pots 85c each
14 inch Pots $1.25 each

2 inch Pots two lor 5c
3 toch Pots three for 10c
4 inch Pota 5c each
5 inch Pots 10c each
6 iochPotsI5c or 2 for 25

A full lice of

thawe handle

Hart, iSbhaifner & Marx Clothes

Mh.

W

afe

mm

(or standard) Pott.
m

.j

fir.

ah

r

SUM

fhmt

makes our store the logical trading place or the man who
wants to dress right.

GREEN BERGER
r

7

"A SQUARE DEAL"

For Eighteen Cents
you can have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty hands No
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light evnd
Power Co.

Why.i Bent

a Furnished House?

Did it ever occur to you that you are
paying $5.00 to $10.00 a month extra

rent on a furniture' investment

of

$50.00 and not more than $100.00?
We will sell you the

furnirure on these terms and then it

will be yours.
Come in and talk to us about it today.

,
'

J.C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete Furnisher of the Home"

V

Ham

FLQms For Sa.Ie
Fambouillct and Delaine Merino Rams
350 Head of .......
r

,

These rami ar,e..specially bred for range purposes and by one
o the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
omrarich since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them, the rams.
For further particulars address.

Co.
Shome.ker,

Buy Now
We are Sole Agents for

fact

J. P. Van Houtert

.1

Phone Main 81

il

Jhe

2

3
San Juan
5
No. 21 Casa Colorada
4
No. 22 Sablnoso
No. 23 San Jose
... B
3
No. 24 La Llendre
2
No. 25 Pena Blanca
2
No. 26 Los Alamos v
2
Pablo
No. 27-- San
6
No. 28 Chavez
25
No. 29 East Last Vegas .....
No. 30 Canon de Manuelitas .... 2
3
No. 31 Puertecito
2
No. 32 El Pueblo
2
No. 33 Los Vigiles
. ... 2
No. 34 San Isidro
4
No. 35 Laa Gallinas
2
.
No. 36 Penasco Blanco
2
No. 37 El Cerrito
2
No. 38 Los Torres
2
No. 39 Tecolotito
2
No. 40 Bernal
2
.
...
.....
.V
41
Canon
No.
Largo
'3
Nn' . 4 2 Romero vllle
Ndi-San Auguatln . . . . . . ... . . .
2
No. 44 Ojitos Frios .
2
No. 45 Cherryvale
3
No. 46 Emplazado
2
v .
No. 47 Hot Springs
5
.'.
No. 48 Trementina
2
No. 49 Agua Zarca
2
No. 50 Guadalupe
2
No. 61 Saa Ignacio
...y.
3
Colonlas62
Las
No.
No. 63 EncIno8a ... . . . . . ..
Proxies shall not be recognized un
less they are residents of the same

.........

,

--

tl
Ic

t ''tif,

Thing.

..............

McKinJey

charge.

I

Ex-

,

and iron are the flat pieces,
the big and ' heavy counterpanes, sheets, tablecloths, bolster cases, pillow cases, etc.,
small
and the Innumerable
pieces that take up' so much
time, the napkins, towels, rags,

it

Coffee Will Advance in Price

,

........

m

n

the

3

to Wash

,

.

Roller Mills

.t.

,

..............

Precinct Committee.

.

X

1

PRIMARY

To all democrats of precinct No. 23
of San Miguel county you are here
by notified that the primaries for
Precinct 29 will be held in the rooms
of the democratic and progressive re
publican club on Monday at 8 o clock
p. m. for the purpose of selecting 26
delegates to the county democratl
convention to be held on October 25,

You Dread

a4

man

,

19
No. 20

,

s.

and all ekinds of Qrauji,
f and Alfalfa

Latest

treasurer.
.
superintendent of schools.
sheriff. assessor.
..One probate judge. .
One surveyor.
The various precincts of the county
of San Miguel shall be entitled to the
following number of delegates from
their respective precincts:
Preclntos.
Delegados
3
No. 1 San Miguel
No. 2 La Cuesta
... 7
8
No.' 3 Las Vegas Sur
5
No. 4 Tecolote
11
No. 6 Las Vegas, Norte
12
No. 6 Las Vegas, Centre
2
No. 7 San Antonio.
3
No. . 8 Las Vegas, Arriba
No. 9 Pecos ..:
5
3
No. 10 Chaperito
4
No. 11 San Geronimo
3
No. 12 Rowe '.
2
No. 13 Roclada
2
No. 14 Sapello
r
3
No. 15 Las Manuelitas
2
No. 16 Union
No. 17 San Patricio
2
2
No. 18 Mishawaka
One
One
One
One

Governor William J. Mills and staff
were guests of honor at a dinner giv
en Friday by Judge John Franklin
of El Paso at the Harvey house on
the last day of the big Statehood
celebration held In the Border city
last week. Among the guests present were Governor Mills, Judge J. R.
Harper, Major Eugene Van Patten of
Las Cruces, Colonel Simon Stern of
Albuquenrque, Colonel M. M. Padgett of Las Vegas, Adjutant General
A. S. Brookes of Santa Fe, W. R.
Brown, Powell Stackhouse, Judge A.
S. J. Eylar, J. G. McNary, John Stein
of Las Vegas, and Messrs Lamb an.!
No.
Smith of Denver.

for
their illustrated catalogue, prices and
terms, and big list of special bargains
in slightly used pianos and player-piano-

Shorts

at

treme Style in the

.

Ward was baptized yesterday morning at St Paul's Memorial Episcopal
church, Rev. J. S. . Moore of that
church performing - the, ceremony.
Not every baby Is. fortunate enough
to have a governor as
Miss Harriet Louise Ward, as the
little girl was christened, will always
be proud of ,the distinction. The two
grandmothers were favored in the
choosing of names.

p

We desire

1

whowants

CONVEN-- ,

;

.

Bran

Las Vegas

,

the White Kitchen's hbuse in Laa Vegas in said county
and territory, for the purpose of nom
inating the following officers:
One senator from the First senaM. T. Nolan has leased the house
.
at 317 Tenth street, from the Invest- torial district
,
from the
Three representatives
ment and Agency corporation and
Sixth representative
district, both
will move in to it at an early date.
districts composed of the county of
'.
.
With Governor W. J. Mills, Mra San Miguel.
Thee county commissioners, one
H .8. Van Fetten and Miss Jeanette
Ward standing aa sponsors, the baby from each district of the county.
daughter of Mr .and Mrs. C. W. G. One county clerk.

PIANO BUYERS!
Write NOW to the Knight-Cambell Music Co., Denver, Colorado,

cii op

t

,

TJON.
A convention of the republicans of
the county of San MlgueL Territory
of New Mexico, is called for the 27th
day of October, A. D. 1911, at 9
Home cooking and cleanliness are o'clock a. m., at - the county court

eral pieces on Murphey's corner. Sev 1911.
eral new recruits have been added to
the ranks and the music ihey are
now playing is a credit to tfie city.

Our PrMe Flftiir

Over-co-

or the

DEMOCRATIC

officers will be held and
ance of the members of

-

A

4

Dress Model

Empress flour Used During Exhibition
Always get the best at Nolette'a CALL FOR REPUBLICAN

r

headquar-lersfo-

.

Eighth street.

Here's a trade Improved WO acres
5 miles from Wagon Mound offered.
for city property worth about $2,500.
Schoonmaker.

WHOLESALE AKD RETAIL

Anthracite

1004

are

the man whq
wants a Dignified

reliable woman to asWanted
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
sist in nursing. Also girls to go In at the Opera Bar,
training. Apply 725 Sixth street
A

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hoke and baby

Screened and Lump Rate a Oerrllloa

We

LUDWIG WSI. ILFELD

company.

hare moved from their home on the
cernor of Seventh and Baca streets

goal a no

Mr. and Mrs. East, experts' from
factory, will bVglad' to
soow you all about the MAJESTIC Come in whether you
want to buy or not.

Finch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged the reasons for
In the wood. Direct from distillery
popularity.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

at tho store of

.

NOW ON

,

R. B. Schoonmaker la local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life

A baby boy was born to Mr. and
Mra. C. E. Bergman, 711 Railroad
avenue, Saturday."

OVERCOATS

41

(The Coffee Man.)

I

precinct from which the delegates are
to be selected.
The variouspreciactg-ar- e
hereby
ordered to elect three .fcaembers of the
central committee of said precinct
and to report the game to Secundlno
Romero, president of the central committee tf said county.
The various', precincts - shall hoid
soon as possible
their primaries
and convenient, bu t no later than the
26th day of. October 1911. , ' ;
various priThe secretaries
maries are hereby requested to notify the president of th.'a committee
of the date ot their primary and the
names of the delegate! elected immediately after the holding of&eir Pri'",
maries.
'

ofae

N. M.

graph will be the result. Lieutenant
Nelson Robbins of. Company H acted"
as drum major. After the photograph
bad been taken the band played sev
eral selections. The playing was even better than, the usual good va
riety of music furnished by, the band.
Robbiua declared it was because of "
the excellence of the drum major, the
publio believes It was because the band was enthused at the thought of
having its picture taken and Director '
Robert Kasper believes it was W
cause the band Is "Just naturally get- tin' Better."

It takes

more than a bad wreck to nenut oi jungineer George
SECUNDIlS'b ROMlffRO,
Selover. After an absence of 6everal
' ; President.
months due to Injuries received in a
F. O. BLOOD, Secretary.
wreck of the California limited
Mr. Selover was back at
Dressed in their handsome new uni the throttle of his engine, the latto
forms the members of ' the Greatei1" '
"cul out en
Las Vegas band posed yesterday afM the limited, which was running be-- .'
I
-- i
ternoon before the camera of Photo- hind time. Just as ho.
Wone
when
time
to
is
on
Waterman
in his studio
be made Mr,
grapher
the Plaza. Several Negatives were iffelover made up
befw.ni
taken and It Is believed a good photo- - Ias Vegas and Albuquerque.
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